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of that remote frontier town as curious
personage as the Man in the Iron
Mask or the awkward Casper Hauser,
whose appearance at the gates of Nuremberg once startled the good people
of that staid and quiet town hoary
with the conservatism of centuries.
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THE

tourist en route to the Pacific const via the Atchison,
1 opeka and Santa Fe railway·
caunut fail to observe a huge,
relatively Isolated peak, cutting the in-

comparably

clear inidcoutineut sky on
his right almost immediately after the
train emerges from the picturesque
canyon of El Moro and commences to
descend the long, gradual slope to the
quaint old Mexican village of Las

Vegas.

Its scarred and verdnreless front
looms up grandly In the beautifullv
serrated landscape, of which it is the
most conspicuous object. More prominently dclined than any other individual elevation of the· Taos range,
the shadow of its irregular contour
reaches far out over the lesser mountains beneath the moment the sun has
crossed the meridian of its crest
At its foot little grassy valleys
stretch enetwnrdly. which are cultivated by the primitive Mexicans under a

system of Irrigation as primitive as
themselves—simple earth ditches, involving a very limited knowledge of
engineering. Foaming little torrents

splnsh

and

sparkle

more

in the sunshine as

they course through fertile Intervales.
Their sources are cool mountain
springs hidden in the dark rccesses of
the towering range, which were, until
the restless gringo invaded the solitude of the charming region at the ad-

Ν

nt ease with them in their skin

lodges than he would have been in the
gilded halls of the Vatican.
lie then canie to Council Grove, as

edly

stated—catne as the tramp has since
and uninvited, but
not to beg bread at the doors of its
residents, as the latter now does, nor
did he come to tell otT his beads in the
presence 01' the vulgar curious, but
went upon the hillside beyond the
town to seek the solitude and retirement of a natural cave in the lime-

to engage him In conversation, so profoundly did be seem impressed with
the idea of some impending danger.
He acted like a startled deer, ever on
the alert f'«r an expected enemy, and
weeks rolled by before two or three of

enigma to the world and a
subject ft.:- idle gossip.
There for live mouths he lived, accessible to but few. with r. iioni, when he
felt î'.'nI roe· gnized in them the quickened glow of a soul that believed in
the fatherli jd of God and the broth-

come— unheralded

a

Old S&.nt&

perhaps rare exceptions.
In writing upou this subject I shall

PARKER,

buij little bamlet of Council Grove
daring the month of May a strange,
mysterious person. He attracted much
attention, for he was to the denizens

lûiiJihM^ayidUnI

The Hennit
Priest of the

the stock may be.
Corre«iK>n<li nee on practical agricultural
My purpose at this time, is to dwell
topic»
In Hollclttvl
A'UlreHH all coram unir allons In
more particularly upon cattle than otherteml&l for this department to HKMtr D.
and more especially upon the beef
Ho ii'SD, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- wise,
breeds rather than those for milk alone,
ocrat, farts, Me.
although ί believe that the general principles of breeding are equally as applicable to the latter as to the former, with
Orchards for the Farm.

endeavor to treat it from my own stand"When we remember the old farm,
hoping however, to avoid anything
is
there
at
l4tw.
nothing that comes to our mind point,
Attorneys an<t Counsellor·
that may savor of egotism.
a
bearing greater sense of pleasure than
MA1NK.
We are admonished to build upon a
Kl'MFORD FALLS,
t he old orchard,"
says the Review. "It solid foundation, not
upon sand. There
4 Sjx' lal Collection Départaient.
was
the
orchard
that
tilled
the
air
with
Ralph T. Parke
factor in breeding
George I»· Btsbee,
l>erfume in the spring, thrilled us with than this solid foundation, and this can
promises in Ibe summer and kept its be maintained only by having first class
il L. Bl'CK,
promises of good things in the fall. animals—both sires and dams—from
What stronger influence is there binding
Surgeon Dentist,
which to breed. I would not be underthe sons and daughters of the farm to
MAINE
SOUTH PARIS.
stood that these animals shall be pertheir
old
home'.'
farmer
that
owns
Every
fect in conformation, but that they
A n;« >eet work warranted.
a farm and expects to live
upon it in the
shall be of the form and qualifuture should have a family orchard. generally,
most desired, so far as these qualities
Η. Ρ JONES,
This orchard is not the one that is to ty
It is not
can reasonably be obtained.
supply apples and other fruit for the tr.ar- enough that each animal shall be a good
Dentist,
ket, but for the family only. The com- individual—that is, one of good form,
MA1NK.
merce il orchard must contain only a few
NORWAY,
size and other requisites that go to make
varieties of fruit, but the family orchard
an animal satisfactory in appearance,
Olce Hours—i· to 12—1 to 4.
should contain a great many different
but to be safe, we must follow the line of
kinds. It is desirable that the family
back, and ascertain if the ancesWOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
have apples from midsummer to the next breeding
warrants the good appearance of the
A few trees of early family ap- try
spring.
individual. Here many a mistake is
Physician & Burgeon,
ples should be set out. Then others made. No one is warranted in using an
MAINE,
SOUTH PARI!»,
that ripen at the eud of summer and in
animal as a breeder simply because he
the early fall. More should be grown
<· and residence, 12 High Street.
o
or she has a tine appearance for not rethat will keep till midwinter and some
markably infrequently, do such animals
t SMITH,
that will keep till the next spring. A
come of ill-bred stock and should be
ureat variety of fruit will prove pleasiug
named "sports.".
to the family rather than a few kinds.
Attorney at Law,
Show them always as breeders. On
is
a
it
matter
of
Then,
too,
education
to
Maine
Norway.
the other hand inferior appearing anthe
members
of
the
ns
ait>
household, imals sometimes drop out from well bred
«.oiisrtf'
younger
aepe·
Home Bioct.
for the fruits and the lessons concerning
stock and yet they are not to be found
r.KRICk a ΡARK,
them learned in childhood will never be
like the apparently superior ones from
The grower should know
forgotten.
badly bred stock. These "freaks" are
Attorneys at Law,
the name of every fruit that grows on
safe breeders.
MAINS.
BKTHKL,
his grounds, and this will add to the generally
It is not enough that we lay a good
Para
KUer:·
CHerrlck.
\ : !!*on E.
interest the childreu show in the orchard.
foundation. We must breed properlv to
Lastly, the well-kept orchard will add maintain the standard. To do this reHNS. HARLOW.
immensely to the value of the farm, if
judgment, carefulness and study
it ever has to be sold. The value of quires
Avoid over-grown sires, thev are of an
Attorney at Law,
an orchard will not be estimated in
such
MAINK.
abnormal type and oftener pYove disapUIXiriXLD.
the value of the amount of fruit it will
pointing, as sires, than otherwise
the
a
in
but
to
extent
large
produce,
They generally lack force and energy.
with it.
The I
sentiment connected
hey are characterless (if such an expresprospective buyer sees in the orchard sion is not out of order) and are more
not only so many bushels of applps, but
Veterinary Surgeon,
trainable for beef than breeders.
he sees it in a certain element of pleasure
South P»ri»,
Always let the dam be larger horizonTelephone.
to his family.
He holds in his mind's
iffit au Residence,
than the sire, whether in the line
tally,
Maine. eye a mass of bloom in the spring, the
ill ΐκϊ» street.
>f thoroughbreds, or that of cross-breedwaving of fruit-Uden boughsin the sum- ing.
i'I. A Y TON K. BKOOKS,
mer and the glistening of dew-brightened
Avoid, however, too great contrast.
fruit in the fall. He is generally willing
reed up gradually to whatever point
Attorney at Law.
to pay something for these.
all
By
Guard against too
ou wish to gain.
Notary Public.
as
means, create an orchard for the family.
ireat contrast in formation as well
MAINE.
idea that becausc
the
SOUTH PARIS.
Don't get
iize
of cows it is well
to «nions receive my prompt personal attenyou have a tine class
Feeding Animals.
tion.
for you to use a "cheapish" bull.
enough
Kf ittances made day claim is paid.
At a western dairy convention Dr. JorIf you have only a fair lot of cows
AU u suer* reported on promptly.
dan of the Xew York experiment station ilon t Hatter
yourself that you can raise
made an address upon "Economies of lirst class calves by coupling these cows
Feeding Animals." He said the great with a bull of much repute. Much harm
question of to-day is. "What is truth?" is done by pursuing either course.
The T. M. Crocker Homestead on Paris Hill. We want fundamental information or
It is not an unusual thing that we see
facts that are the basis of true success in a bull at the head of a herd of fine cows
In order to close the estate, this valuable prop
never
saved
M
a
so
at
will
be
and
for
sa:e
any whose type is far from being a desirable
agriculture. Ignorance
rifeied
barxulD The house la two story, well adapted one, morally or tinaucially.
No farmer one and whose general characteristics
hrofaml lea&Btl In fair state of repair. Ad- can
his
or foot!
for
soil
fertility
purchase
aie not at all
pleasing. Xo breeder
joining this a large barn. The lot contains three
for his animals unless he has reliable should be careless iu the selection of his
! ne half acres, and on this Is a flue orchard.
a
ThU Isa rare chance to secure a most desirable knowledge about some things.
He must sires. He should exercise his very best
Part of the ourchaae money can
bon>estead.
have some si-ientitic knowledge. Science
remain on mortgage. 1f desired.
judgmeutand spare no pains in making
is only well grounded knowledge. Some λ choice, for as it is truly said, "The bufl
ν■"< a -mail garden lot nearly opposite the
of
F
half
Ike
one
undivided
borne*lead Also
experiments at our statiou have taught is half the herd."
M Cooper pasture, containing 75 acres more or
In feeding cows we did
us some things.
Lamentable as the fact may be, too
less.
know what went into them and what
for the
Kor particular* and terms Inquire of
many bulls that are only fit
WILSON Λ ORaY, South Parts.
is
what
This knowledge
came out.
upon
shambles stand at the head of herds.
economics
of
of
the
I base my knowledge
"An ill-bred thoroughbred," what is
feeding. The subject of feeding depends he? Not the tellow that has been bred
largely up«>n what you can grow on your from noted ancestry of desirable type,
farm. For instance, alfalfa is worth a although lie may not, in himself, present
trial on every farm in this state, to see if all those qualities so characteristic of
you can grow it. Every farmer should his ancestry, but that fellow that has
be an experimenter on his own farm. In been bred along a cheap line, and in
no other way can you obtain so valuable
such a manner that the vital forces are
knowledge. Study your own farm to lost and stupidity, lack of force, and
learn what you can best do with it. intelligence, are the sure consequences
Some farmers can afford to pasture their The most prolific method of producing
What this almost worthless animal is in-and-in
cows wholly, and some cannot.
you can best produce on your farm is the breeding. 1 believe this to be the most
important question to you. Farmers disastrous method known to the art.
are not good bookkeepers.
They do not There may be instances when such a
know what it costs them to grow their course might be justifiable but these
crops. The cost of the food you grow chances are few and far between.
cannot always be estimated by what lieorge Underwood, Fayette, in Lewiston
your time is worth at good wages, for all Journal.
farmers could not get pay for their time
in this way, if they did not grow forage
crops. The great problem is how to
FEEDING THE CALF.
make the farm feed the cow. He said
used
station
the
the land at
experiment
A Slniplr Suction Fci'ilfr Ka»y #·
for growing cattle foods produced food
I af and to K»c|> Clean.
worth
per acre. He concluded his
Heiv Is oue convtrtiieme we have
address by speaking of the adulteraanil satisfactory In
tion of commercial cattle foods, and found very simple
I'ultivutor
advised farmers to take advantage of the tliis line, says an American
We take two pieces of baIf
stutf law, which compels writer.
new feeding
dealers to give a guaranteed analysis of inch steam pipe, eacli tifteeu Inches
their mixed feeds.
loug. and thread with a die both ends
of one piece and one eiid of the other,
then Join the two with a threaded elDairy Steer For Beef.
bow and a coupling turned on to the
of
the
as
if
some
looks
one
It really
generthing
There Is uo other
Then a close
other threaded end.
beliefs
and
theories
regardally accepted
with which I have so much trourubber calf nipple, that can be
fitting
will
have
steers
and
beef
dairy type
ing
ble us this luck of persistency
In the bought most anywhere, pulled on over
to be reconsidered and amended.
in bchiud it,
They lack
umoug advertisers.
block test at the late International Live the coupling till it closes
Stock show the carcass of a Jersey steer, completes the feeding tube. All thut
the nerve to tight long and hurd.
three years old, from the Minnesota ex- is needed now is to drive a staple of
While they will expend a good
periment station, occupied fourth place ricbt size for the pipe to slide easily
deal of cash and energy in makamong seventeen carcasses submitted for through, so that when the pail in which
will
they
ing a single plunge,
test, all of the others, as we understand,
the milk is placed is where it is wantbeing of recognized beef type. The
grow tired If called upon to exed
the end of the pipe extending downis
of
mother of this steer
very pronouncpend the same amount through
ward from the staple will just reach
ed dairy type, angular and "pointy" in
months.
six
of
• campaign
the extreme and has never produced less the bottom of the pail. Then the nipthan 400 pounds of butter a year. The ple end will swing freely from one side
The road to aacceaa 1· an
sire was a dairy type bull. The breeder to the other, while its relation to the
uphill road all th· way. Do
and raiser of the steer knows to a cent bottom of the pail will not change.
aot try to apart.
what he cost, and is desirous of comparYou have now one of the best suction
ing that factor with any of the animals
For a little way It goes easy,
to be found; nothing complifeeders
steer
that tigured iu the same test. The
and you get over the ground fast,
cated. but little trouble to keep clean
was not even a usually good one, it is
farthe
With a
but the goal seems all
asserted, for a Jersey, and during the and practically indestructible.
the nipple you can
ther away when the nervous enpast summer was given no extra care or good sized hole in
feed a gruel in additioii to milk if defeed to prepare it for this test.
ergy In that spurt is si>ent. There
In this connection it is pertinent to add sired, and we have seen good calves
are but 40 per cent of advertisers
that at the late show there were no block raised on the gruel alone.
who make their advertisinji pay.
tests of animals that appeared iu the
Λ Good Calf Feed.
show riug. Last year show animals
The r»»« never learned that
I will give here the recipe for makwere tested on the block, and it was
In
udvertlaing
peralateacy
analfouud that the opinion of judges in the ing a feed that will be richer by
la the one vital aeeeaalty.
carefulring was not continued by the block ysis than new milk ami fed
tests; in fact, judgments were reserved ly will make big calves without a galThey Jumped into advertising
in embarrassing uumber. It is asserted lon of milk after the first three days.
without preparation In the way
that that result was the cause of disconTake, twenty pounds of wheat tlour
of the money to meet the expense
tinuing the slaughter of show animals. middlings, ten pounds corn tlour, oue
If true, nothing could be more regretor the experience to keep from
flaxseed meal, one pound tine
table. For nothing could be more edu- pound
wasting k. They failed to conone and a half pounds Uiie bone
cational than the block tests as previous- salt,
sider that the creation of trade
quarts*
ly conducted, and to discontinue them tlour and 110 pounds (tifty-live
indicates that loyalty to old notions, water, warm enough to make it 1UU
through advertising was a long
whether true or false, is regarded as bet- degrees when ready to feed. This can
proceee.—Inland Printer.
disturb
ter than education that will
be fini through the calf feeder we have
them.
|
described
by thoroughly stirring and
use
merchants
Successful
being sure the hole in the nipple is of
our columns persistently.
reasonable size. As this is richer than
Fertilizing Fruit Trees.
care should be exercised in
One of the esseutials for the successful new milk,
It can
of feeding not to scour the calf.
growing of an orchard is the presence
we see
be successfully used at any age up to
an abundance of plant food and
of renewed six or nine months and then, if desired,
many orchards sadly in need
fed dry. It is a genuine pusher. Oui
fertility. There are few soils that will
not be benefited by an application of
directions when the calf is in normal
into
bearing
1
come
trees
manure after the
average condition are: First two weeks,
and if the land is heavily cropped it will
eacli
trees are niorniug and uight, two quarts
the
when
desirable
be
generally
and fourtli
From tifteen to feed; uoou, oue quart; third
two or three years old.
and night;
twenty loads to the acre applied broad- weeks, three quarts morning
I shall be at my office with J. PIEKCE
handcast once in two years will provide food noon, handful of hay and small
I
at his Jewelry Store,
for the growth of the tree. If the trees ful of coruineal or oats, dry: fifth anil
not
be
will
alone are to be manured it
sixth weeks, three and a half quart»
desirable to cover all the land with maand meal or
the morning and night, hay
nure until the trees have reached
oats at noon or runs in shady gras»
amount
The
:i«e of ten or_twelve years.
and eighth weeks, foui
until further notice, where I shall b
used should depcud on the size of the lut; seventh
a circle quarts morning and night, with what
over
of
kinds
be
all
should
to
do
and
trees
placed
prepared
of coruineal and oats he will eat at noou
with a diameter of about twice that
the heads of trees. The banking of the with hay or grass.
as
manure about the trunks is unwise,
the feeding roots are for the most part
Prices as low as Is requisite with firsi
several feet away. Upon bearing trees
Prof. Curtis of the Iowa station is om !
class work.
it is generally as well to leave a consider- of the authorities among the animal in
mathe trunks without
workers of the great interio:
Special attention given to 1'reecriptio Q able space about
entire1 duetry states. He contends that th<
uure and it is better to have the
farming
work and Satisfaction Guaranteed.
branchthe
f
amount outside the circle of
right kind of a cow will produce a cal
it packed about the which raised on skim milk will be wort! t
es than to have
FREE.
ALL
tree.—Exchange.
substantially as much at a year old, foi
feeding purposes, as the calves that ar<
raised on the cow, and in addition the coi r
kicking
Lots is being said about curing
will also produce butterfat in the earn >
The best way is not to bave a
cows.
tiuiti worth as much or more than tb 3
to
the
attention
kicking cow. Proper
calf. The Professor seems to be gettini ;
heifer before coming into milk and propFellows
to the eastern idea of economics ii ι
A
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The stranger who came so unexpectto Council Grove in the spring of
1861, evidently a priest, talked but little. It was an exceedingly difficult task

stone rock (;f tin·

the town's most reputable citizens
could gain his confidence sufficiently
to learn from him something of his
In a
varied and romantic history.
simple sketch, as this is intended to be
only, nothing but a mere outline of
his checkered life previous to his ad-

vent in America can be presented, as
it was gathered, very reluctantly on
his part i" detached fragments at odd
moments In his erratic moods of communicativeness. It certainly contains
enough of pathos, suffering and tragedy to form the web of a thrilling novel.
Matteo Boccalini at the date of bis
Π rove was about
appearance in Council
the
tlfty-flve years old. He possessed
that was beaueye of an artist, a head
tifully symmetrical, with a classically
molded face, and. notwithstanding his
he had a profuage. his hair, of which
a
sion. was long, black and lustrous as
raven's wing. Yet the heart sorrows
he had experienced were indelibly impress'-Hl upon his benevolent counteHe was
nance in deeply marked lines.
Boccaa lineal descendant of Trajane

lini. the witty Italian satirist, author
of the celebrated "Itagguagli di l'arnaso," who died in Venice in 1013. Matof
teo was born about the beginning
the nineteenth century in Capri, that
charming and most romantic island of
situated in the Mediterranean at

region, troubling

no

ony—an

erhood of t..an. lie would talk in tenderest strains of everything that was
L'ooil. true ami b;aut!ful.
The hermit priest, as he was now
called, had of éarthly possessions so
iittie that he could have vied with the
lowly Xazurene in the splendor of his

Of crucifixes, devotional meand other religious trinkets
sweetly suggestive of better and happier days he had preserved a few.
His greatest solace was in half a dozen
well thumbed small volumes, between
whose covers none peered but himself.
He was ever regular at his devotions,
for notwithstanding he had grievously
sinned, as he declared, he was constantly striving to outlive its horrid
memory and to repair the injury he

poverty.
mentos

had done his Master's
Ile possessed one article of property
that tinges his sojourn at Council
fîrove with a delightful!)* romantic
remembrance among the very limited
number now living there who knew of
cause.

the vagaries of the remarkably strange
man; these were sometimes his confidants and friends within a limited deIt was a rudely constructed
gree.
mandolin, which during all the years

of the iron trail to erect sawmills,
with that most epicurean and
gamy of nil the finny tribe—the spec·, Italy
of Naples, twenkiwi brook trout. Now the disciple of the entrance to the bay
I
of the beautiful city
the revered Walton vainly essays the ty miles south
waters bear.
streams with elegant modern appli- whose name the bright
His youth was passed ou the island
ances for lazy methods of angling, retho seat of a bishtiring disgusted as the listless native, in the city of Capri,
eduopric. There he received his early
answering his interrogatory of
to the church
have they nil gone?" with a cliarac- cation, devoting himself
studies.
terlstlc shrug and his ever ready and commencing hie theological
The island of his birth, which has so
"Qulen sabe?" quietly opens his little
historditch to let the tenant less water over- often been sung by the muse, is
of corn, beans ic as well as picturesquely beautiful.
flow his limited
vent

filled

patch

occupied

Olympus

an
or

Important place —their
Pamnssus. perhaps, for

of
many miles remote, on the bank
the classic Pecos, where lie the ruins
of the once fortified Cicuyc, referred to
so graphically In the itinerary of the
wonderful
historian of C'oronndo's
march in search of the seven cities of
Cibola, is the reputed birthplace of
their culture hero. Montezuma (not to
be confounded with the dynasty of sovereigns of that name), who was the
( hrist of their faith, for whose second
ad\cnt the i'ueblos, the lineal descendants of the Aztecs, look for so hopefully witli the rising of every morning's
not

sun.

the summit of the Ulncon dt
Tocolote. as this grand old sentinel of
the range is called by the Mexicans, an
is
area comprising several acres, there
Around this natu
a remarkable cave.
ral grotto at such a great elevation the
simple natives have clustered the most
cherished memories of the humble, be
loved nnd curious individual who once
occupied the sequestered spot. It is sa

Upon

cr«Hi ground with them, upon which no
sacrilege would for a moment be

brooked.

isear us narrow

enirumt; η

s^mis

clear cold water pushes out of the Indurated rook, which, after flowing for
a short distance over the rounded pebbles in its deeply worn bed. tumbles
dowu the precipitous side of the rnoun
tain in a diminutive cascade, joining
the streams in the valley on their restless way to the sea. A few scattered
trees cast a grateful shade over a portion of the generally bald, blear level
of the limited plain, and at regular distances apart, in the form of a circle,
are twelve rude crosses typical of the

They were
number of the apostles.
erected years ago by the humble Mexicans living in the hamlets below in
memory of the deeply religious man
who made his home in this spot and
whose name is revered only a degree
less than that 01* the tutelary saint of
the country. Our Lady of Guadalupe.
On certain feast days, particularly in
midsummer, large tires are kept burning at night, aud the devotees to the
mernory of the cave's once holy occupant assemble there under the stars
and in a moat devout spirit perform
certain ceremonies with a zeal possible
only to the earnest believers in that ancient and widely disseminated faith,

the Catholic religion.
Of the history of the remarkable man
who by his exemplary life made such
an
itnprettslon' upon the untutored
minds of a large number of the degraded primitive New Mexicans but fragmentary leaves have been obtainable.
To intelligently understand even these
the reader must let his mind drift

backward for more than a generation
to the plains of central Kansas aud
learn of his advent into the state as 1
recall IL
It was late In the spring of 1801. Our
civil war had been inaugurated by the
firing upon Sumter, and the io.val states
were preparing for the great impending
struggle, upon the result of which depended the destiny of the republic.
Kansas at that time, so far as its agricultural possibilities were concerned,
was not materially considered in that

connection. It was a remote, relatively unknown territory. Its eastern portion. a narrow belt contiguous to Missouri, It is true, had a bloody political
history, beyond which fact It was

merely the portal to the vast mountain region ou the west, to be reached
only by crossing the desert supposed to
be iucluded within the new state's geographical limits, through which ran the
trail to fa roll' Santa Fe and Chihuahua.
There arrived one morning in the

FARM

youth,
questered

nooks of that delightful underground retreat, he tirst learned to
the

companionship

own

applicable

one

LIHl IILUf Cil

UJ

il

lilil

uitiym.

and depth.
On the evenings of Kansas' incomparable Indian summer, during the
early part of which season be was living in his cave near Council Grove,
the hermit priest seated on a projecting ledge at the mouth of bis rocky
and isolated retreat, would sweep the
strings of his treasured instrument
with a touch as light, deft and sorrowfully tender as a maiden whose pure
young heart has Just been thrilled by
Its first breath of love.
To those who were fortunate—and
they were very few—to be Invited to
spend an hour with him bis vesper
hymns, rendered In bis exquisite tenor
voice, were us soul inspiring as the

quently

charges were not sustained. The severe discipline ended to which he had
been subjected, he was assigned t<
duty in the purlieus of the Eternal
City.

earnestness of a young girl's
prayer. His sometime Neapolitan songs
and soft airs of bis native Isle were as
■weet at the chant of the angels he
Invoked when In a deeply religious
mood, and his heart feeling tones mingled sadly with the gentle soughing of
the evening breeze in the dense foliage
on the margin of the placid Xeosho
that flowed near by. Thus in the calm

gentle

In a short time Matteo Boccalini's
sunny nature and warm passions caused his disgrace. lie became enamored
of a fair devotee, one of his charge, «
dark haired, lustrous eyed, bewitching
creature of the "land of the vine.'

more

here

be

live in solitude,
had somewhat

strayed.
lie frequently

when In a communicative mood bad talked much to them
of the delights of absolute solitude.
It was, he argued, the nurse of enthusiasm; that enthusiasm was the parent
of genius; that solitude had always
been eagerly sought for in every age.
It was tbe Inspiration of the dominant religion of every nation; that the
founders of these religions were men
who. socking the quiet and seclusion
of the desert and by subordinating the
flesh to the spirit, had visions of the
beyond; that the veil hiding the better
world had been lifted for them and
that their teachings had come down to
the eons, elevating man
us through
above the brute.
The next morning after the sudden
appearance of the stranger whose presence had so discomposed the usually
calm priest, a delicious morning In the
month of "autumn's holocaust" when
the breeze was billowing tbe russet

bread within their hospitable doors,
and insisting always upon a

preferring

crust and a cup of cold water outside.
Nor would he sleep upon the soft
woolen colchons which even the poorest of New Mexican homes afford, but,
absorbed by devout thoughts, wrapped
himself iu his coarse blanket and laid
himself on the bare ground or iu some
outhouse with the sheep and goats.
This, of course, was part of his self
penance, from which he never
deviated, rigorous as it was.
One day after his familiar and beloved face had been missed for some
time by his devotees a sorrowful party
went out to seek him. They found him
dead in his cave, his bends infolded in

preferring

to

trudge

his delicately shaped lingers and his
countenance wearing a saintlike expression. Λ poisoned dagger iu his
heart by the hand of an assassin had
accomplished the foul deed, which for
a whole lifetime, during every moment
of the unhappy man's active and
dreaming hours, was a continually dis-

turbing anticipation.
Thus passed away, as he had predicted iu liis youth, the eccentric but
holy Matteo Hoccalini, hermit priest

and the "El Solitario" of the New Mexico mountains, a man of sorrow and
grief, yet with as much repentance and
as many penances as sins, one of those
ethereal beings who might become

sad

Artlntlo Eduonflon.

Artistic education, whether by the
direct teaching which develops the
Indirect inpower of creation or by the
fluence of surroundings, which improve
the taste and ennoble life, is not a luxso regarded.
ury and should never be
Luxury pampers the body, art gladdens the soul; luxury seeks for dainty
food and soft raiment, art seeks for

the beauty which ennobles the mind
and uplifts the heart; luxury weakens
the powers; art, on the other hand,
strengthens them: luxury debases the
ideals of life, art inspires and exults

them.

The Widower.

baby."

of the shelter of the tent constantly
offered, hut as constantly and persistently refused, preferring to roll himself
up in a single coarse wrap, seeking
some quiet spot removed from the corral of wagons, where for an hour or
two under the scintillating stars he
would tell otf his heads or. accompanied hy his mandolin, chant some sad
refrain to the Virgin until long after
the camp had gone to sleep. For his
subsistence he himself caught and
cooked the prairie dog. ground squirrel, rattlesnake and gopher. Only occasionally when hard pressed would he

accept

a

meal, which

was

constantly

proffered by the Mexican teamsters,
who begged the hermit priest to share

with them, for in their love for the
church to which they were so devoted
lie seemed to llieir simple m Inde a
most zealous but humble exponent of
their religious tenets and the visible
form of their sncred faith.
Thus reticent, thoughtful and devout,
he marched with the caravan for many
weeks until at last the City of the Iloly
Faith, the quaint old Spanish town
There he
of Santa Fe, was reached.
parted company with his escort and for
nearly a year afterward wandered all
over that portion of the territory of
New Mexico and Into Arizona, still
seeking the Alnaschar of his dreams,

suitable abiding place In the recesses
of the hllis and a people whose souls
might be made to attune with his. But
he miserably failed in all that he desired during his sad pilgrimage throughThen, turning
out the southwest.
northward again, he slowly and almost
despairingly retraced his steps until he
arrived lu the sequestered valley of
a

pilgrimage.

a

a

an

Invitation.

Fred—Your father is a man of great
presence of mind, I am told.
Stella—Yes. and of wedding presents

also.--Exchange.

Proverbs
When

the

put

a

butter won't
penny in the

why.

A

Rrinlt'il

P<i|ti·

η

to

Sultan.

We leur» from u Swiss writer of the
seventeenth century that Pope Alexan-

1er VII., whose pontificate extended
from 10Γ».·> to 10J7, was related to the
«ultan Mohammed IV. The connection
between tbc*e two contemporary sovereigns is traced to one of those occurrences which in the times of Moslem
invasion and predatory aggression of-

ten led to strange b!-»od relationships
between representatives of Christian
and Mohammedan houses.
The story is told by Walllchius, a
contemporary of Alexander VII. and
Mohammed IV. Some Turkish corsairs
attacked and pillaged the castle of the
and carried ο(Γ MarMarsilis in 1
gherita, the daughter of Xanl Marsili,
and this fair lady was reserve· 1 as a
present for tin· Sultan Solyman. who
made lier oi.e of his wives. By this
union she became the mother of Selim
II., ancestor of Mohammed IV.
I-'rom the same noble famll} Alexander VII. was lineally descended on tlie
maternal side. Lionardo Marsili. brother of the captive Marglicrita, hail a
Cesare. whose daughter. Laura,
married Into the <"higi family and Im»cauiiî the mother of I-'abloChigi, known
on tin· roll of pontiffs as Pope Alexander VII.
son,

Itnlflirli nml

h

I

<·

Potnto.

It was Sir Walter UalcUrh who brought
potat(H>s Into Ireiaiid at the same time
he brought the other American prodSir Walter was busily
uct, tobacco.
engaged in oppressing the p»ople about
Cork, so naturally, when he planted

the potato on his estate at Youglml,
near Cork, the people were suspicious
of it despite its palatableness. Cobbett cursed the root as being the ruin
of Ireland, declaring it a device of Suxoii Ingenuity brought into their midst
to tempt ami eventually to weaken
them. Sir Walter ate quantities of potatoes liimself before he could assure
the people of their harinlessness. Now,
with commendable gratitude, the tourist Is shown the very spot In the garden where Sir Walter planted the potato root. Close by it is another historical bit of ground. There, It Is claimed.
Sir Walter rested under the shade of a
tree smoking his tirst pipe of tobacco
when ills servant deluded him with a
of water under the impression be
was on

tire. —What to Eat.

Silkworm of the Sea.

A

Is obtained from the shellfish
known as tin· pinna, wliicli is found In
the Mediterranean. This shellfish has
the power of spinning a viscid silk
which in Sicily Is made into a regular
and very handsome fabric. The silk Is
Inspun by the shellfish In the first
stance for the purpose of attaching Itself to the rocks. It Is able to guide the
Silk

delicate filaments to the proper place
and there glue them fast, and If they
are cut away it can reproduce them.
The material when gathered (which if
done at low tide) is washed in soap and
water, dried, straightened and carded,
one pound of the coarse filament yielding alKJUt three ounces of fine thread,
which, when spun, is a lovely burnished golden brown color.
Settling

it

lllll.

When Andrew Jackson lived at Salisbury, X. C.. he once attended court at
Ilockford, then the county seat of Surhis bill,
ry, and left without paying
which was duly charged up against
him on the hotel register, which seems
to have been the hotel ledger at that
time, and so stood for many years.
When the news of the victory, of the
8th of January. 1815, was received In
this then remote section the old landlord turned back the leaves of the register, took his pen and wrote under the
account against Andrew Jackson, "Settled In full by the battle of New Or-

leans."

Quick Change Artist.

"Maria," began Mr. Stubb, "last night

played poker, and"—
"Played poker!" interrupted
Stubb. "How dare you spend
money gambling, sir?"
I

Mrs.
your

"As I was saying, I played poker and

won

are

hypophosphites

some

especially prepared for delicate

enough

to

buy you"—

"You brute!

married

α

To

gambler!"—Chicago

News.

Too Careful.
'One can't be too careful In this
world," said the man who regards
himself as remarkably wise.
"Yes, we can," answered Mrs. Corntossel. "If Josh hadn't of been stoppin'
every ten or fifteen minutes to count
his money while he was In towu, that
brick man wouldn't of seen how

gold

much he had."—Washington Star.
Something Better.

"Doctor, a week ago you gave me
stomachs.
something that you said was good for
it
to
take
Children
naturally dyspepsia."
because they like the taste "Yes."
"Well, now, suppose you give me
and the remedy takes just as something that's bad for it. It's been
Baltimore
sir."
to the children be- humored enough,

naturally

Through aickncsa

he

nursed.

found ·
Iho Sapplllo, where he at last
on
humble class and bis coveted cav·
tbe summit of the mighty mountain described at the opening of this chapter.
There, cofitent after so many years
of unsatisfied wandering, be com-

Through suffering he soothed
Hood's are the medicines you
■ickneee he nursed.
have always heard recommended.
There again, nnder the constellation·,
'*1 cannot recommend Hood'· Sarsaparilla which nowhere else shine more brilwe
too highly as a sprint medicine. When
were the strains of his mandolake it in the spring w· all feel better through liantly,
the summer." Mas. S. H. Niai* McCrays, Pa. lin and the rich notes of that magnlflHood'· Sarsaparilla promises to | cent voice heard by the enchanted peothe promis·.
who listened each evening at the
our· and

koopa

if ye sits adjacent I
take only six, but if ye sits familiar I can stow away nine of ye.

can

sion.
It is like the penny in the
milk because it works and
because there is something
astonishing about it.
Scott's Emulsion is simply
a milk of pure cod liver oil

menced that life of religious ministrations and exercised those unselfish acts
love whose rememAre the medicines to take—they do of kindness and
so indelibly on tbe
Is
the work thoroughly and agreeably brance imprinted followers, for—
hearts of his devoted
It.
do
and never fail to
and through

j

bold?
Jarvey—Well,

your car

AlniOMt

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

worried
"You did? Oh. John, you are so good!
those sharps could not get the
because the children do not I knew
best of you."
as I was about to quit I
gain strength and flesh we "And Just
It all and fifty more"—
dropped
think I should have
say give them Scott's Emul-

time when a

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Klllnrney.

From

Lady Tourist—Driver, how many will

When mothers

best time for

the best adthing
vantage, most easily and most effectively. Now is the best time
for purifying your blood. Why?
Because your system is now trying
to purify it—you know this by the
pimples and other eruptions that
have come on your face and body.

Condition Powders

tive!—Judge.

with

can be done to

would receive him in the simplicity of
his severe and pious penance, he ar-

Too Seimltlve by Ilnlf.
Terence (with the hod)—Yer not work
in', Dinnie. Are yez out of a job?
Dennis-Sure. <Ji fell off a nine stho
mad
ry buildin' yisterday, an' Oi got
an' quit.
Terence—Aw, go 011! Yer too sinsi-

told

April, May
doing

everything—that ie,

"And now," said the country cousin
to the city girl, "I have shown you everything on the farm."
"Oh, George, you haven't done any
such thing. Why. I beard father say
before I started that you had a mortof
gage 011 it that covered nine-tenths
the ground."

an old time dairy
It
often seems to
proverb.
work though no one has ever

March,
There is

Absolutely Pure

pail

One Thing' She Hadn't Seen.

churn,'" is

tered in the Mexican's own language
the last sacrament of the church to the
expiring creature, who died with a resigned look upon bis face as he listened

chalky outlines of fair, beautiful Capri,
which so gloriously begems the blue
The phosphorescent
Mediterranean.
and
bay of Naples, the sky, sunshine
vine clad hills of dear old Italy were

against

second summer."—Chicago News.

come

tion in that particular.
Once when a stabbed and dying Mexican, the victim of some gambling
quarrel among the drivers of the bull
train to which he was attached, asked
a eervice for the repose of his soul
Father Francesco hastened to the anxThere he adminisious man's side.

For a short time after his unwarranted and sinful escapade he campaigned
with the heroic Garibaldi; then he
turned with appealing looks toward
America, crossed the ocean and in a
few weeks began his eventful Journey
on this continent. Never again was he
to behold the place of Ills birth, the

"IIow's that?" queried the young girl.
"During the first six months he cries
a good deal, the next six months he begins to take notice, and the odds are
his getting safely through his

"

he lived with—
The moss his bed, the cave hie humble
cell.
His food the fruits, his drink the crystal
well.
Among the various languages necessary for the communication of ideas
between the motley crowd comprising
the civilization of the then remote region there was nonetbat Matteo Boccalinl did not understand and speak
fluently, so liberal had been his educa-

POWDER

imposed

colored grass upon the virgin prairies,
physically unclean, but never spiritualFather Francesco gathered up his few
ly Impure.
esthe
relics
and,
accepting
precious
For years after his departure from
cort of a caravan just ready to start
Council Grove the hermit priest's cave
for New Mexico, left Council Grove,
L'util
was an object of much interest.
his cave and the warm friends he had
withiu a very short period, when the
made there forever.
quarrymeu tore down its last vestige,
The caravan under tbe protection of
upon its time worn walls could be tracwent
hermit
which the frightened
ed,
rudely carved, his name, Matteo
westward was owned by a Mexican
a cross, "Jesu," "Maria" and
Hoccalini,
don, brother-in-law to Kit Carson. lie
"Capri," all so dear to the lonely and
still resides near the spot where the
man's heart.

enjoyment of his self Imposed solitude

Alas, the too susceptible young man
succumbed to the wiles of the "radiant
maiden," and he fell. Poor Boccalini
was immediately and openly charged
with the enormity of his crime, prosecuted and denounced. He was despoiled of his sacerdotal functions and compelled to flee, became a wanderer upon
the face of the earth, supping with
sorrow and despair for companions
throughout the remainder of bis mun-

nevermore to stir his once impulsive
into life his now
or Quicken
deudened hea rt.
Years rolled on, youth passed by, and
middle age was upon the homeless
roamed weaman, when, after having
oue Inrily from place to place, visiting
dian tribe here and another there in the
or
vain hope of discovering some clan
people near unto nature's heart whose
souls were attuned to his own who

OtCi/T/lt

original purity

He was called by the church Father
Francesco and. although so young, wasnoted for his eloquence, subtle philosophy and the boldness of his political
utterances; but, notwithstanding his
pronounced views, the pope named him
as one of his secretaries. The college
of the propaganda, however, refused
to confirm him and placed him under
interrogation and discipline. lie elo
defended himself, and the

rived among the Kaws of Kansas,
whose reservation was iu the lovely
valley of the Neosho, a few miles below Council Grove. But that tribe, a
The Best Conditioner.
dirty, despicable race, very suspicious
fed as and withal not remarkable for their
Make horses eat, expel worms, when
in cows, reverence of any religion, did not take
directed, Increase the milk supply
and kindly to the weary old man, who
sickness
prevent
make stock healthy,
the
midst with the purest
distemper, keep young stock on hensgain, had entered their
make
lay.
prevent and cure indigestion, and aiding the intentions. His pious zeal, his abstiBy increasing the appetite
self denial made them fear
they nence and
digestive and assimilative functions
him. They did not underthe
to
to
greatest
stock
approach
of
get
kinds
all
enable
from feed consumed.
benefit
that—
stand
possible
was run
"
My horse had scratches andCondition When holy and devout religious men
'tis hurd to draw them
down. 1 gave him Hood Farm
the bet- Are at their beads,
for
Powders and noticed a change
thence.
A.
Gov*,
MontpeA.
ter In a few days."
So eweet is zealous contemplation.
lier Vt.
35 lb. box
The miserable savages looked upon
Prices: 25c., 50c. and $1. A
as
Hood Co.,
sells for |5. Prepared by C. I.
him, |he meek and humble pilgrim,
A. 8hubtmediLowell, Mass. For sale by F.
an Intruder, said he was "bad
utrr d Co., Sooth Paria, Me..
cine;" *0 Father Francesco wae no

HOOD

ÎAt>

of bis erratic pilgrimage be bad tenaciously clung to until its exterior presented a confused mass of scratches
and dents, Indicative of bard usage.
Despite all thut, curious as it may
■eem, by some mysterious means its
rich tones bad been preserved in tbeir

grimages.

nature

once

which

of the desert.

Rome beneath the very shadow of St.
Peter's, where he took holy orders nt
the early age of twenty-oue. Then, ac
cording to his «ad story, began a lifiof stormy passions and sorrowful pil-

dane

from

THE OLD RELIABLE

clung to him. Ills persistency in living
apart from his chosen people enforced
them to always speak of him as "El
Solitario."
He would visit aihong them to solace
and nurse the sick and give absolution
to the dying, but he would never break

along uncomplainingly day after day
"A widower," remarked the elderly
during the sunny hours beside tbe
reminds 1110 of a
plodding oxen through the alkali dust female, "always

a

"El Solitario" (the
solitary man), in contradistinction to
"El Hermito" (the hermit), which lu·
never was in the strict interpretation
of the term.
When but eighteen, the youthful
Matteo left his native Island under th«
patronage of the good bishop, whi
loved hiui, to perfect his education lu
more

ing, and

of tbe caravan,

of his
desire for solitude and that,
to him, indescribable peace which a
life apart from the "madding crowd"
It was this strange charic·
assures.
terlstic. absence of that love of gre·
gnriousness common to man, which
earned for him in Council Grove half a
century later the sobriquet of "The Hermit Priest of the Santa Fe Trail" and
a year after his departure from that
place, among his devoted adherents In
the mountains of New Mexico, the
love

teo was not wholly to be blamed for
the life he had blasted.
He told his friends he could no longer tarry with them. He would go away
to the mountains of New Mexico, seek
another cave, rear again the blessed
cross, emblem of his Master's suffer-

doors of their rude adobe huts In the
valley below the huge bill tbat caet I te
shadow over them.
Notwithstanding the hermit prieet
had found a class congenial to his
•oul's demands, his eccentricities still

er

It was there that the Itoman Emperor
Tiberius passed the closing decade of
his life, and the ruins of the twelve
gorgeous palaces he erected during
Capri,
that period are still visible.
too, as tourists well remember, is famous for a cavern called the Grotto of
the Nymphs, or the blue grotto. Matteo declared it Avas there that during
iu the calm recesses and sehis

thoughts,

formed the sacred office.
One day late in the month of October. now nearly thirty-four years ago,
the hermit priest saw walking through
tbe streets of tbe little village a dark
visaged person clad In clerical garb
and whom Bocealinl believed to be
the lover of the woman he had wronged in bis youth and that the stranger,
if It were he whom he suspected, could
never be persuaded to think that Mat-

ill fated Italian was, a year or two afthis wearisome journey across the
great plains, hurried to eternity.
This venerable Mexican and old time
voyageur of the almost obliterated
Santa Fe trail, when I last visited him
at his hospitable home in the mountains fourteen years ago, entertained
me by relating some of the more prominent characteristics of his strange
companion during that memorable
trip with the hermit priest from Council Grove more than twenty years previously. lie said that the strange man
would never ride either on horseback
or in one of the wagons, despite the
earnest invitation extended to him
each recurring morning by the master

"Where)

nnd onions.
Maybe in the sad and weird mytholo
gy of those strange people, the Aztecs,
this storm beaten spur of the Rockies

to tbe absolving words he could perfectly understand, and this was a thiug
of joy to the holy uian who had per-

Iple

cause

it is

—

so

perfectly adapted

to their wants.

For all weak and pale and
thin children Scott's Emulsion
is the most
ment.

satisfactory

treat-

We will send you
the penny, /. e., a

sample

News.

Am

SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
50c tod #1.00; all druggist*.

It.

the—the conductor!"
The

Difference.

Clara—What's the difference between

free.

Re tar· that this picture In
the form o( a label i* on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emuliion you buy.

She Saw

A little three-year-old going to charcfe
for the first time was much surprised
when he recognized one of his father's
friends taking up the collection. "Look,
mother, look," he said. "There's Mr.
Brouson. I didn't know he was the—

a

pessimist

and an

Clarence—Oh,

ple
an

a

optimist?

pessimist thinks peo-

who owe him won't pay him and
Ex-

optimist believes they will.

—

change.

Don't censure the man who scolds his
wife in public. Ile doesn't dare do It
•t home.

ESTABLISHED ISO.

She (D-eford Dcmocvat,
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Job I'kinti.ng
Xew tvpe, fast presses, «team
power, experienced workmen ami low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming

Events.

March 3 —Oxford Pooou tirante.
March β.—Drama, "Messmates." presented by
class of l'.*«.J. Ptrls High School, South I'aris.
March 1112.—International Itouar of Unlver
sallst Good Cheer Society, South I'aris.

West I'aris.

SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The New York Tribune Farmer.
Your Clothing Wants.
More Spring Goo-Is.
The New-York Tri weekly Tribune.
1'alnt
Notice.
iltitkrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Free Vaccination.
—^—

In the

Balmy

$ I'M Μ Ε Κ WARMTH AND
Bl'T NO

SCENERY

Bahamas.
FRUITS GALORE.

E<jUAL TO OXFORD

COCNTY'S.

Paris hill.

sunitxv School

much traveled but highly dangerous
pneumonia road, and the doctor told me
that as soon as she was able to be moved,

I would do well to take lier to some place
sufficiently far south, where she would
have tlie benelit of warmth aud sunshine,
which would do more for her sore lungs
aud throat than he could do. Hence
here we are at Nassau, on the island of
New Providence, the principal one of
the Bahama group, 7U0 miles south of
New York, and about :il»0 miles east of
southern Florida.
Our hotel is nearly as large and nearly
as ^o.kI .is the Poland Spring House, or
any of the great White Mountain hotels
Iu front is the ocean, with many different
shades of blue aud greeu. On the other
three sides of the hotel is a tropical garden with numerous cocounut palm trees,
palmettos, rubber trees, hibiscus, trumpet vines, bell dowers, and almost all sorts
and kinds of tropical vegetation in great
convenience of
abundance. For the
visitors, these strange trees and shrubs
There is one
are all properly labelled.
specially interesting, called the "Whispering Bean," so called because the
seeds are something like an enormous
string beau, and rattle in the pod when
dry and swinging on the branches. The
uatives here call this tree "Woman's
Tongue" because it rattles so.
The amusements are principally sailing and driving. The roads are j>erfect
and for the most j>art are along the banks
of the sea. giving almost constant views
of the ocean. But aside from these advantages. the roads are not at all equal
for scenery to those within a radius of
twenty miles from South Paris.
One of the favorite excursions is a sail
in a steam launch to a little nearby island
called Hog Island, where for twenty-live
cents one lias a bath house and so forth,
and all the fruit that he can eat on the
premises. The fruits are displayed on
benches, aud consist of oranges, bananas,
grape fruit, and others too numerous to
meution. We were interested to know
the largest number of oranges that could
be eaten on a single occasion, and we
learned that the record was thirty-two.
The man who achieved this greatness
apologized to the proprietor for having
rather exceeded the limitsof hospitality,
but the proprietor affably replied, "Oh,
don't mention it. that is all right. You
know the name of this place is Hog
1 au» sorry to state that Iain
Island.'
still twenty-four short of the record
number of oranges to be eaten on a single occasion.
Hit*

|»π»ρΐϋ

υι

un*

niuuuvi

15.0UU, of which two-thirds

are

«y'Mii

colored,

but they are the politest, most agreeable
colored people we have ever seen. The
whites are English or of English descent,
for it should be remembered that this
island of New Providence is English,
belonging to llis .Majesty King Edward
VII. There are a few < ubaus and Portugese, and also Mme of the descendants
of our own people from the Southern
States, who fouud it convenient to come
here during and after the Civil War.
The climate at this season of the year
is from 7- to 85, but is tempered by almost continual cooling breezes fromthe
ocean, so that one does not tind the heat
oppressive, but I judge that it must be
oppressive to the permanent residents,
for certainly they have the look of "that
tired feeling", ami they speak with a
drawl, in comparison with which the so
called New Eugland drawl is absolutely

quick speech.
The other night

I went to a colored
meeting of the denomination known as
"Shouters," for as the name implies,
their religious enthusiasm is in part expressed by loud shouts Frequently the
brethreu and sisters will be so overcome
by an excess of religious emotion, as to
fall in a sort of rigid cataleptic tit, aud
will remain unconscious sometimes for
several hours. The theme of the sermon
seemed to be the importance of accepting a belief which will enable the believers to put on "Gospel Shoes," so that
they may stand tirui on the last great
day. on the uuknown "Sea of Glass."
Of course it is easy to criticise, but it
struck me that the preacher might have
found some subject of more immediate
practical import, and this feeling increased when at the close of the sermon, the
preacher himself passed round the plate,
and 1 noticed that when any silver coin
of considerable size, or a bill was placed
on it. he immediately took the coin or bill
from the plate, and put it in his own
pocket—which, 1 have uo doubt, was
worldly wisdom on his part.
Charles L. Case.
Here and There.
Admiral Dewey thinks that the gunof the navy need more target practice, as in some recent work a very small
number of hits were made. And yet it is
less than tive years since the marksmanship of the man behiud the gun in the
American navy was our pride and the
admiration of other natiuns.
ners

The report that a case of assault in
the Maine woods had not resulted fatally as first stated, calls attention to the
fact that murder cases have been very
few in number in Maine during the past
six months or so.
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of the directors of Paris Dill Library Association
A. Hammond's, Tuesday,
at Miss P.
March 3, at 2:30 p. m.
A. E. Eastman, Clerk.
Mrs. J. Murray Quinby and two sons
from Newton, Mass., are spending a
week or two with Mi's. Marble.
The Baptist Circle served a supper at
Cummings Hall Friday evening to a
good number. The entertainment which
followed consisted of the comedy, "Aunt
Tabitha's Perplexities," with the cast
given two weeks since. It was well done
and crouted much amusement. There
were also readings by Miss Lizzie Ryerson, Miss Lizzie Newell, Miss Georgia
Garland and Mr. H. E. Hammond.
H. R. Hubbard and wife returned or more.
home Friday from Augusta and will reAlice Dunham went to Portland Satmain until after town meeting.
urday to stay some time.
Dr. Emily Titus and her friend. Miss
Mrs. S. T. White spent the day at
Tappam. are at the Hubbard House for Norway last Friday.
a few days.
West Bethel.
O. A. Maxim, who is spending the
"It Is eaM that t'tere I* mu*lc
winter at Apopka, Florida, was recently
In the howlng of tin· gale.
quite painfully injured by accidentally
But we'd rather hear hancl organs
Then liston to the tale
striking his face against a limb of a tree
Which OUI Rorea* 1» telling.
while gunning.
his cheeks with wln<l are swelling·"
When
Advertised letters in Paris post office,
"The melancholy day* have come,
March 1st:

Regular monthly meeting

re.

Baptist

tendance.
Several car loads of grain have been
received the past week by our grain
merchants. Owing to the large amount
of freight handled by the G. T. R. this
winter there has been much delay in rethank-offering boxes this year was ceiving grain.
The academy closed the winter term
§17.03. The opening of the boxes took
place at the parsonage, and after the Thursday, the last week having been decarrying out of a short program Russian voted to examinations.
The class parts of the graduating
tea and cake were served.
class of Gould Academy have been as-

Buckfield, interested in mission work,
feel encouraged in the fact that at the
opening of the thank-offering boxes this
year they are able to report a gain of
over six dollars on the amount given
last year. The amount raised by the

Fryeburg.
George B. Spalding

lias gone to
Rev.
St. Louis to visit one of his sisters.
Mrs. Fred Littlefield went to Boston
Tuesday to visit relatives there and
in the vicinity.
Mrs. Lyman Groves had a paralytic
shock Wednesday.
The ladies of the Congregational Sewing Circle met Thursday afternoon with
Mrs. John Phillips.
Mrs. Abbie Tenney of Boston, and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Powers of Portland and
Mrs. Sarah Powers were here at their
mother's 88th anniversary.
The central telephone has been moved
to the house of Clarence Wiley, on Smith
Street.
Mrs. John L. Eastman has gone to
Boston to visit her sister and other

The sadoest of the year;
It 1» neither Spring nor Winter—
The season'» mighty queer."

Lottie B. Steven».

Nas- vu, N. P. Bahamas, Feb. 1(5, 1903.

Assuming that you will be glad to hear
froiu me, I will begin by telling you how
I happen to be here.
Twenty-nine years ago this month, I
married a girl in Auburn, Maine, and we
have got on so well together, that we
are desirous to coutinuc the partnership
for at least twenty-nine years more. But
ray partner came perilously near leaving
me a month or six weeks agi», by the

at

Misa Alice Russell spent Sunday with
George Pike returned to his Spring1 iev. Israel Jordan and family at Falfield home the 24th inst.
Fred Irish of Turner and Sylvan Shurt- ι nouth.
The many friends and patrons of Miss
left of Livermore were in* town Wedneswill be pleased to know
iay. They took a look through the : £. E. Burnham
;hat she has not sold out her business
Long Library.
be able to serve
Quantities of rock maple is coming jut on the contrary willthan
formerly as
ilong for die blocks for Irish Bros, ana he public even better
a
ihe has entered into
partnership in
A.twood &, Co.
:he millinery department only, with
The Grange contest is still on.
Turner Grange seems to have a matri- Hisses Wood and Brown of Lewiston,
monial department. I saw a man count- ivhere they have been known as leading
of Bethel and
ing up the marriages which had oc- milliners. The ladies
curred in their grange and became short ncinity are congratulating themselves
were :hat the report that Miss Burnham had
»f fingers. Some royal prizes
îffected a Bale was not a reality but a
drawn.
Harry Record had a severe attack of misunderstanding, and generous patronindigestion Wednesday. He is now much »ge will be gi"en as formerly.
Dr. and Mrs. Gehring have returned
better.
J. F. Packard and his daughter, Mrs. from a trip to Washington, D. CM New
âcammon, a trained nurse, went to Me- fork and Boston and vicinity.
The wife of Mr. W. E. Abbott remains
chanic Falls Tuesday to care for a sick
lister and aunt, Mrs. Geo. Twitchell. very ill.
The little child of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mrs.
Mr. Packard returned leaving
Barker, who was so seriously scalded
Scammon.
The Democrat wandered this week. A last week by overturning a small tub of
hot water, is recovering as rapidly as
duplicate bundle arrived Friday.
church in sould be expected. Dr. Wight is in atr
The ladies of the

Last Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
the Baptist church was held the funeral
of Mr. Gustavus R. Bryant, who died
the Sunday before.
The services were
conducted by Rev. Earneet M. Holman.
For some time Mr. Holman has been
pastor dt the Baptist society here, but
Should
now has a call to Orr's Island.
he accept, it will be to the regret of
and
acquaintances whom
many friends
be has made since coming here.
It is rumored that Mrs. Mooney has
Bold the Maple House and that a new
proprietor is soon to take charge.
who has
Mrs. Marv Π. Webber,
relativesTiere, and who is well known
here and at North Parie, was married at
the Methodist parsonage at Auburn on
Sunday, Feb. 22, to Mr. William J.
Soule. Mr. Soule was a bachelor, and
has a comfortable home and farm at
North Auburn where the couple will reside.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates went on Friday to New Haven, Ct., to stay a month

CABOLIXE P. IIaklow, P. M.

(), no!

East Hebron.

Ami

Another winter bits passed away, and
spring takes its place. Hopes are entertained that the change will be an improvement, although it is known as
stormy March.
Mrs". Asia Keene had a paralytic shock
last week. She had a similar shock iu
the autumn. Her health is very poor
and has been failing for some time past.
Mrs. Packard is not gaining.
Report comes that Mrs. KUNridge Will,
who has been passing some time with
her sons, Geo. F. and Perley MeKenuey,
will soon return to her home in Turner,
and her husband is going back to his
farm soon, from Auburn.
School will close the 6th, it being a
term of six weeks.
Report comes from West Minot that
Everett Pierce's little boy is gaining a
very little.
À Frenchman, who is unusually smart
in chopping wood, cut one foot very
badly while chopping in the woods last
Monday. The cords were badly cut,
leaving him in bad shape. A doctor was
>peedily called ami the wound dressed.
Victor Bernier had him taken to his
house to be cared for.

we shall not High when Winter'* reign
le o'er.
«hall welcome Summer as we never tlltl

we

liefore.

For Λ utumn gave
Ami

held.

we

be

us

foretaste of what the Winter

wish from out the

expelled.

eeaeone

Winter could

March.

Signs of spring.

November.

Francis D. Mills is getting up an order
for the Larkin Soap Co.
The roads in many places are now
much higher than the fences.
Charles F. Reed of Hartford is making his annual visit through this town

Sunday.

Mr. John Eastman lias a newspaper
which was printed in Boston, March 12,
Hazen B. Lowell and wife have moved 1770.
The ladies of the New Church held a
back from South Paris and are now living with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. loan exhibition at their hall Thursday
and Friday afternoon and evening, conLowell.
The obituary notice of Miss Luella sisting of old-fashioned curios, and they
Cole, which appeared in the Democrat had home-made candies for sale.
last week, carries my thoughts back to
Denmark.
my boyhood days, and I seem to see
little Luella as I saw her then with her
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Trumbull are reparents, a rosy-cheeked girl, with an ported as being quite sick.
North Buckfield.
abundance of beautiful hair.
Mr. Samuel McCusick is very sick with
ulcers on the liver.
There has been a large amount of lumLake.
Norway
Mr. J. F. Berry is hauling dry wood
ber delivered iu the Ileald brothers, mill
Miss Evelyn Partridge has gone to to Hiram.
vard and still it is coining.
Carl Heald has traded off four cows Portland to attend Shaw's Business ColGeorge Albert, little son of Geo. A.
for a very nice large llock of sheep.
Hill, is still very sick.
lege.
It is reported that a load of cream deV. L. Partridge was in Auburn SaturMr. Nelson Sturtevant and wife of
livered at Brownfieid, Monday, by Dan
Turner have been visiting their daugh- day and Sunday.
will
meet
Mr*.
Mert Warren, who has lately reter.
Norway Lake Woman's Club
Ward, was spilled by the express agent
from a truck at the depot after being
turned from Massachusetts, where she with Miss Ellen Partridge March 11th.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Potter of Denmark delivered to him, by an accident.
has been on a visit.
A large delegation of Grangers went to
Geo. Heald has not yet moved into the were at Α. I). Kilgore's over Sunday.
Brownfieid Tuesday evening to visit the
stand which he bought of I. D. Fuller.
Brownfield.
His wife and goods have not yet arrived
Grange there.
from Camden. Maine, their old home.
To-day, Thursday, is quite a comforttirafton.
Mr. Wilson Chute of Monmouth. Me., able day.
We are enjoying this
who lias a sick wife at F. B. Damon's, is
Snow is four feet deep in the woods.
week's fine
The roads now are not good but aro weather—such a pleasant contrast to
selling tish some days and other days
last week's storm and succeeding polar
canvassing for room paper.
improving.
Mrs. Emery has a lady from Oxford
It is very sickly all over town; many blasts.
Mrs. A. W. Farrar, who had quite a
at work for her.
Mrs. Benuett has got are suffering with very bad colds.
severe attack of hemorrhage from the
Little Paul Linscott is very sick.
through.
There are quite an amount of apples
Dr. and Mrs. Devereaux from Kezar nose last Thursday the 19th, is slowly
Falls are visitinjr Dr. and Mrs. Fitch.
gaining her strength.
yet for sale in our vicinity.
Ernest Brooks was severely injured by
Mrs. Martha Swallow is stopping with
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rowe, who have
Miss Celia Dunham for a while.
been staying with their children in Mas- a limb falling and hitting him on the
forehead
a week ago, while
sachusetts for a number of weeks, have
cutting pulp
wood.
returned to their home in this village.
Andover.
Mrs.
O.
W.
is
Friwho
There
to
be
a
ball
was recently
Brooks,
masquerade
The tine sprint; weather is hailed with
It is called to Sunday River on account of the
joy, as we have had a rather rough, cold day evening at Ε. B. Bean's Hall.
the last night of Bennett's dancing illness of her mother, Mrs. Eames, rewinter.
turned home Saturday last. Her mother
Town meeting is the topic of discussion school.
Mrs. Andrew Durgiu is at home from was more comfortable, we were glad to
with the good people here just now.
Boston: is now staying with her daugh- learn.
Some radical changes will take place.
The circle met on Thursday the 19th,
Mr. Frank Thomas, agent for the Inter- ter, Mrs. Elmer Whitney.
with Mrs. Farrar. Not many were presnational Paper Company, lias moved his
Hebron.
on account of the intense cold.
eut
office from here to the Falls where he
Miss Carrie Brooks has gone to SunOn the evening of Feb. 24, there was a
has installed his clerk and stenographer.
Mr. Smith has got his poplar well on picnic supper given under the auspices day River to care for her grandmother,
of the Woman's Missionary Circle, to Mrs. Eames.
the river.
Mrs. Gilbert Tyler went to MagalloFred Smith lost a valuable horse this which all the church members and
parishioners were invited. After the way recently to visit her uncle, Lorenzo
week from sickness.
The K. 1*. annual ball given last Fri- supper the male quartette sang, "In Linnell, who is very ill.
day evening, u as a grand success. About Heavenly Love abiding," Kev. Dr. A. R.
Albany.
seventy couples were ou the tloor and Crane then presented the following
Teaming is the fashion here. W. Β
the music by the Dixlield orchestra was speakers: Kev. B. F. Turner of Buckhas
field, topic, "Some phases of mission Cummings
begun on his job of draw
tiue.
The Congregational
church install work in Burma:" Mrs. Ellen Oilman, ing spruce logs from the late Leonard
Secretary of the Woman's Mission Circle, Cuturnings farm to Bethel Chair Company
their new pastor on March 1st.
The I'uiversalist people are having a topic, "Woman's Work;" Rev. E. S. for Amos L. Bean. Amos L. is drawing
Cotton. Norway, "The relation of the four foot pulp wood from his lot. Abel
furnace put into their church.
church to the missions;" Mrs. E. S. Cot- Andrews has six horses drawing cord
ton, "Chapel car work"; Prof. W. E. wood to Bethel. David Keniston has
Bryant's Pond.
Dr. four ox teams and six horses drawing
The store and dwelliug house known Sargent, "Our state convention."
Crane
and several others were to speak pulp wood from the Hunt farm to Bethel
as the Houghton store,
owned by the
late Alonzo Felt, was burned to the but owing to the lateness of the hour George Cummings is also drawing pulp
ground Wednesday morning. By hard declined. An otfering was then taken from his own land, the days that he does
work the men in the village succeeded in amounting to over seven dollars which not go with cream.
Dr. Joe Twaddle of Bethel is attending
saving the stable. Mr. and Mrs. Water- will be used towards the Woman's Home
house and Mr. and Mrs Jordan occupied and Foreign Missions. All then joined Mrs. Cole now, but she does not seem to
"From
Oreenland's
the up-stairs rent, and Mr. and Mrs. in singing
Icy gain.
George Cummings lost a good cow last
Charles Swan and two children the down- Mountains." The meeting closed with
The meet- Monday, which makes five cows within
stairs rent.
Mr. and Mrs. Waterbouse prayer by Rev. B. F. Turner.
two
was
most
and
and
years that he has lost. No
inspiring
helpful
and Mr. and Mrs. Jordan are stoppiug ing
The Mission Circle are knows the cause of the last trouble.
at Mrs. Eleanor Whitman's until Mr. and enjoyed by all.
Henry Rugg has moved into W. Ε
Mrs. Andrew Hill vacate their house, deeply grateful to all the speakers and
« hich Waterhouse has
especially to Rev. and Mrs. Cotton and Cummings' house near S. W. Libby's
bought.
Frank Brown was much surprised this Rev. Mr. Turner whoso kindly and will- mill.
week to hear from a younger brother ingly assisted in the exercises. The
Greenwood.
whom he had not seen or heard from tables bountifully loaded with chicken
This begins to look more like living
since the war of the Rebellion, lie having pie, salads, cold meats, pies, cakes and
enlisted at the age of IS) years. He was fruit were provided and cared for entire- in a temperate zone again, instead of a
taken prisoner and lay in Andersonville ly by the Ladies' Social Circle to whom frigid and within a few miles of the
north pole. But if we have had it cold
prison for some time, then Mr. Brown much credit is due.
Mrs. II. A. Cushman went to Lynn here they have had it a good deal more
lost track of him and supposed that he
Saturday to visit her son, H. M. Cush- so in other places. A recent letter from
was dead, until he got a letter from him
this week, saying he had led a wauder- man. While away she will visit her sis- Mr. Davis of Osakis, Minn., says the
itiii life through the Western States, but ter and other relatives in Boston and temperature out there has been 4.1 below
zero: and several of his neighbors, in
had finally concluded he would huut up vicinity.
Mrs. Rose Davis and daughter Arline eluding himself, have about concluded to
his relatives and let them know he was
of
South
Paris
were
at Miss Martha sell out and «ο to Washington, which, al
still living.
though in the saine latitude, is on the
The sick folks are about the same, if Pratt's Tuesday.
We are glad to report that Mr. David Pacific coast and much more congenial
any change at all somewhat for the betMrs. Adelia Curtis is in very poor Cummings is better and on the road to in winter. Mr. Davis says
ter.
fishing
çood ou the lake this winter, ten pound
recovery.
health, but gaining some.
II. 'Γ. Glover has so far this winter ers being frequently caught, and when
Mrs. Herman Wilson, of South Paris,
hauled &>U cords of wood for the academy they want a mess of fresh fish they have
was in town Tuesday night to assist the
U. O. (i. C. in their minstrel show, and buildings and 25 cords for H. L. Melcher. only to go out and catch them.
Last Monday evening, in addition to
was the guest of Mrs. James Bowker. How much more he will haul remains to
>ur week'y mail, a 50
page Sunday (BosMrs. Bowker is having trouble with her be seen.
Since writing last week's items we ton) Herald, together with two copies
eyes and health in general. Dr. fates
jf
The
New
have
York
learned
that
Thrice Weekly World.,
Marshall
Brothers
is her physician.
Thanks to
M iss Genevieve Whitman has returned I have lost one of their work horses. wère laid on our table.
whomsoever
sent
Some
other
in
them.
horses
the
are
home from Lewiston, and is regaining
They furnish a
vicinity
amount
of
extra
sick.
large
reading, and also
her health.
show that we are not yet forgotten.
Mrs. Clara Hathaway went to LewisThe Saturday Globe has now become a
ton Saturday and returned home MonNewry.
and some claim it to be
ilay afternoon. Mrs. Hathaway had the
With sincere regret we learn of the weekly visitor,
pleasure of hearing a tine address by the serious illness of Alden Chase, Esq., of ihead of anything published for an
llustrated newspaper.
At any rate
Rev. W. J. Taylor of the Universalist Bryant Pond. Our
acquaintance with whoever reads
it all, and remembers
church at Lewiston while there.
himself, and estimable family, covers a what he
will
reads,
keep pretty well
of
than half

selling flavoring

period

kumford Centre.
RED

Ansel

Taylor

finished work

HILL.

and John Bixby have
Swift River and have

on

returned home.
Miss Maud Ackley is visiting her sis;er, Mr*. U. G. Woods.
D. C. Bradeen is yarding tir to be
] lauled to the river.
John Bixby is working for U. G.
Yoods at this writing.
Charles Freeman had the misfortune
>f losing a horse last week and also inJ uring himself quite badly, by one of the
torses which kicked him, cutting a gash
( >f three inches in his head.

more

extracts.

a

century,

Mrs. Chase is very feeble, both are "passing down the valley," but they understand the art of growing old gracefully,

l'hey

are

tenderly cared for by loving

.-hildren and friends.
Mrs. Graham, from Portland, is stopping at Mr. Congdon's caring for his
wife, who has been an invalid for two
rears.
By the way, he narrowly escaped
I severe accident, recently, when the
; îorses driven by Baker Thurston
stepjed through his sleigh, badly demolishj ng it. Luckily Mr. Congdon escaped
( .erious
injury.
Miss Alice Powers is the happy recipί ent of a beautiful gold watch, the gift
< >f her brother, Ellery, of Rumford Falls,
ie recently presented his sister Olive a
■ lice gold ring and a bracelet.

The newspapers are discussing the
question of whether Andrew Carnegie or
John D. Rockefeller is the richer, and
whether J. P. Morgan is anywhere in
East Bethel.
sight of either of them, above or below.
Apples are slowly working off; $1 per
It is a discussion not without interest,
The snow is beginning to settle, and
•arrel is the price paid. What with
but fruitless. A question of more in- a 11 are looking for spring weather.
!
hrinkage and decay, one can hardly
terest would be, bow much of their
Mr. J. L. Holt recently sold a tract of
monopoly earned wealth will ever get t i in her land in this place to F. L. Ed- ealize from their sale enough to pay
he
expense of harvesting.
back to the people who contributed to it. \ ards.
Oriuan Farwell is hauling spool strips , Mrs. Nettie Thompson has gone to
lontana
to join her husband who went
to Locke's Mills.
rom Tebbet'e mill
A woman was burned to death in WoonMr. Moses Mason visited at M. E. 1 here to obtain employment last autumn.
socket last week, the blaze being start- j
Mr.
Lewie
Spinney is the champion
lartlett's last week.
8 awyer of Sunday River. He saws
ed from a cigarette which she was smoknearly,
Mrs. S. E. Rich visited friends on
ometimee quite, five cords of birch wood
ing in bed. That was cerUinly the j bethel Hill hist week.
ι one day.
He is from Nova Scotia,
"deadly cigarette."
j irge and strong, and his labor does not
East Waterford.
8 eem to
fatigue him greatly.
About Oxford County People.
Lyman Hilton is at work in a mill in
George Annie, from Minefield, Ν. Η.,
i
as been calling on friends in town.
f umford.
We
Will Chadburne and crew have finish- » ere all glad to see his genial face.
G. Willard Johnson has been renomiWe
1
work
the
and
are
workunderstand
on his Albany lot,
Searle heirs have
nated Judge of the Hum ford Falls Muni- ?
ig near home, hauling pine to the s >ld their farm near Newry Corner, to
cipal Court by Governor Hill.
A
[r.
jrtable
of
mill
Bean's
and
near
Ρ
Bragg
Upton.
bridge
Mies Bessie Searle, a noted teacher, ie
Fred A. Porter of Kumford Falls has b >ards to Norway.
Harold McGown of Berlin, Ν. H., is » pending her vacation at Hervey Hast·
been renominated by Governor Hill as
vi siting his aunt, Mrs. Warren Kneeland. h ige\
state detective.

J

signed

as

follows:

Salutatorv—Victor Gehring.
Valedictory— Resale Stanley.
Prophecy—Lucie Morse.
Clae· Orator—Earl Philhrook.
Presentation of Gifts—Perry Bean.
Class History—Chester B«an.
Class Poet— Agnes Brooke.
Address to Undergraduates—Clcve Bartlett.

Bowler of Bridgton,
Mr. Wilfred
formerly of Bethel, attonded the annual
meeting of alumni of Northern Illinois
College of Optics. He already held the
degree of Doctor of Optics and Feb. 20
Bachelor of
received the degree of
Ophthalmology.
In the report of the library party at

posted.

Say, did you

ever read Two Years bethe Mast, by R. H. Dana, Jr.? If
jot, and you want to know how sailors
ire treated aboard a vessel when the
:aptain proves to be a demon incarnate,
j nstead of a human being—get the book
ind read it. As Noah Webster used to
ay to his children, "Read and you will
j mow."
Daniel Bryant is visiting relatives in
| ^reeport.
Ernest Brooke is at home from Grafton
, rhere he has been at work for his brothr, Leon, during the winter. Being
e truck by a
falling limb was the occas ion of his
leaving his work.
And now it looks as if the tire fiend
s ?as
"doing" Woodstock for a while.
According to the new town report the
Toss town debt is $4,731.10, but by
dding in various kinds of material, inc luding several notes, worth about their
y
reight in sawdust, the debt is reduced
^ 3 «7.35. Tax, 28 mills on a dollar,
^ /hole number of polls taxed, 203. Not
t ixed 30. Poll tax, $3.00.

j

ore

J

Jj

Rumford.

S. L. Moody and children are ill.
Surprise party at J. H. Estes' Tuesday
e vening.

C. M. Elliott, who has been on the
ck list for several weeks, is able to
r de out.
Howard Miller ie working for
h im.
Mies Lura Swett is visiting at A. Maiti n's.
Herbert Bacon was in town Monday
a id Tuesday lining creamery tanks.
Vina Virgin is attending school at
β

Ε nmford Falls.

the following program:
M uslc

Invocation,
Piano l»uet,
Old Wlllev.
Death of

Eva,

Rev. F E. Rai tan.
Misses Brooks ami Bait >1».
David Barker.
Earlc W. Phl'brook.
Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Florence Sklldngs.
Anonymous.
Phantasy,
Harry W. Purlngton.
Henry Davenport.
Thrush,
A Violin

Piano Solo,
Heart of OKI

Lula M. Arno.

Fr<tnk J. Weed.
Nora C. Franklin.

Hickory.

Victor M. Gehring.
Charles Dickens.
Execution of Sidney Carton,
Bessie F. Stanley.
Wendell Phillips.
The Eloquence of O'Connell,
Paul C. Thurston.
The Fight with the Aurochs,
Henryk Sienklewlcz.
Margaret R. Whldden.
Messrs. Carter and Hutchlns.
Vocal Duet.
Will Carlcton.
The Three Lovers,
Perry A. Bean.
W. Kellogg.
Sarah
The Second Trial
Maud A. Davis.
His
to
Advice
Son,
Merchant's
A Self-Made
George H. Lorlnier,
Chester II. Bean
Wee Willie Winkle,
Rudyard Kipling.
Mary L. Carter.
EMe M. Hall.
Piano Solo,
Award of prizes.
.JUDGES.

Berlin, N. It
Norwav, Me
Oxford, Me

Rev. R. C. Flagg. Chairman,
Prl". V. M. Whitman.
Miss Florence H. Farrls,

The parts were all so well rendered
careful
that the diligent study and
preparation were evident. The judges
awarded the following prizes: 1st prize,
Victor Gehring; 2d prize, Chester Bean;
1st prize, Margaret Whidden; 2d prize,
Maud Davis.
Thursday evening, March 12th, at the
Congregational church, Mr. C. Π. Warren will give an illustrated lecture from
Hev. Chas. Sheldon's famous story "In
His Steps; also scenes from the Cuban
war will be shown in a series of moving

pictures.

Frances Willard Day
the W. C. T. U.

was

Notes.

The time limit for tho reception of
matters of private and special legislation
is just at present March 3d.
Mr. Ilowe of Canton presented an act
limiting to 30 days the notice to be given
by parties seeking to recover claimH for
bodily injuries from any person or cor-

poration.
Among measures introduced last week
were bills incorporating the Mt. Abram
Cemetery Company of Locke's Mills and

the Buckfield Water Power and Electric

Only Wanted Part.
A certain reverend doctor who for
] nany reasons must be simply known bj
the ordinary name of Jones is generally
considered to be a most eloquent
preaciier, but unfortunately he belongs
In some· respects to the old fashioned
school and !iuds it nearly impossible to
adapt himself to the prevailing fashion
It Is a frequent
)t short discourses.
Joke far beyond his own immediate
family circle that after writing a sermon he is obliged to cut it up into a se-

that he

Just completed

The committee on federal relations reported ought to pass on tho resolve appropriating ?Γ)0,000 for the representation of Maine at the Louisiana purchase
exposition at St. Louis. The report was
tabled and will come up for consideration

Campbell

observed by

West Peru.
A. A. Wilson's comedy and variety
company played here Saturday, Feb. 28,
100:i.
The West Peru Dramatic Club play
their drama, Little Buckshot, here the
7th of March, benefit to go to West Peru

Grange.

The ladies of the place have organized
Willing Workers' Club, proceeds to
benefit the F. B. church.
Mrs. Ada Demeritt is on the sick list.

a

jged 70 years.

of Cher-

Paper

ou

Byron, Shelley

Poem—The Eve of

Mrs. Elizabeth Swett.
Mr*. Allele Sargent.
and Keats.
Mre. Lillian Mason.

Waterloo,

Mrs. Amelia Walker.
Mrs. Alice Ileal·!.

Poem—Eve of St. Agnes
Selections front Lord Ilyron,
Mrs. Jennie
Mre. Mattle
Poem—To a Skylark,
Quotations i>y Club.

presented by Mr. Peasieo of Upton.
The act provides that cases may be
taken from that court to the Law Court
on agreed statement of facts, and provides further for the appointment of a
recorder for tho court.

it

A

more, I

Fremont Willis, a farmer living near
ast Benton post office, while felling
■ees, Wednesday, received serious, if not
ital, injuries. Willis sustained three
roken ribs, a fracture of the shoulder, a
islocated hip and several bad scalp

ounds.

This will Interest MoUuri.
Gray's .Sweet Powders for Children,
jrc
Feverlshness, Bad 8tomach, Teething
leorders, Kreak up Colds, move and regulate
e Bowels and Destroy Worms. They never fail.
ver 30,000 testimoniale. At all druggists, 25c.
impie mailed FIIEE. Address Allen 8. Olm·
Mother

Bd, Le Boy Ν. Y

place

bring

Resolved,

that by these testimonials
desire to place upon the records of
Mountain Grange, No. 104, P. of If., our
sincerest appreciation of the sterling
qualities of mind and heart exemplified
in her life and embalmed in her death.
Resolved, that in token of respect to
the memory of our deceased sister, our
charter be draped with the usual mourning emblems for a period of thirty davs:
that these resolutions be spread upon
our records, copies of the same with the
seal affixed be sent to the boreaved husband, sisters and brother, also that a
copy be sent to the Oxford Democrat
and Lewiston Journal for publication.
Sadie A. Tiiokne,
Cei.ia A. Paksons,
Katie E. Buck,
Committee on Resolutions.
we

pi eamble and resolutions upon the death
of Monroe Boynton were adopted:
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God,
our Heavenly Father, to remove from
among us our esteemed and worthy
brother, Monroe Boynton, and
Whereas, The intimate relations which
have existed during his connection with
this lodge, thereby endearing him to the
hearts of all, therefore be it
Resolved, That while we humbly bow
to the will of God we deeply deplore the
sudden and untimely end of life, and
mourn the loss of a valued member and
a conscientious brother, one with whom
it was always a pleasure to be associated,
and one who will be greatly missed, not
only by the members of the lodge but by
the community where he was so well
known and highly respected.
Resolved, That our charter bo draped
in mourning for thirty days in momory
of our departed brother.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
entered upon the minutes of this lodge,
find that a copy of them bo sent to the

public press.

A. F. Johnson, ) Committee on
Andrew Blake, ) Resolutions.

Shake lut· Tour Shot·
Mien's Foot-Ease. It reste the feet. Cures Corns,

Bunions, Ingrowing Nails, Swollen anil Sweatfeet. At all druggists and shoe stores, 26c.
I ng
lu to-day.

name

and address on

!

you free

postal

card

to

Thl:

sample

copy.

Wants

Clothing

Policemen.

Can he

supplied

buy

now.

figure».

We have all sizes in stock at present.

Now

Reduced

buy your

prices

on

next

suits, reefers,

winter's coat.
canvas

Several lots of our $10 Suits for

etc.

Others in

same

coats,

$7.50.

proportion.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

at little cost, if you

All of our winter overcoats at wholesale

is the time to

NORWAY, MAINE.

Season

Sloppy

The

hand, and we are better prepared than ever before to
your feet dry. We have always had a large line of all
kinds of rubber goods, but this season we have an endless
variety of the best good·» made, and the prices are right. When
is close at

keep

in need of

anything

in the line of

Footwear, Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases,
you

often for more than

surely

cannot do

hear, Biobber?"

better than

NORWAY,

here.

STORE,

SHOE
F. W.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
'Phono

MAINE.
FAUNCE, Salesman.

112-8.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

of the other."

to come

truly,

Yours

SMILEY

Why He Didn't Call.
call on Miss Cutting any

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carrier
it
to
three times every week.
door
brings
your
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have tot
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEELLV
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own fav.irite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat.

AS

A

host's little girl, said:
"Very clever papa you've got. my
lear."
"Yes," responded the demure little
miss, "when there's company."

DAILY

Papers One Year for $2.25.

MEWS-

Impertinence.

Todgers—Why have you sent
Maria, the servant girl, away so sudlenly? You toid ine yesterday that
Mr.

a

Your

UunliUcd I'rnInc.
Nate Salsbury and ΙΠΙΙ Nye wero
irreat friends. When tbe humorist first
engaged in newspaper work in New
York city and took a house on Staten
Island, the showman went to dinner
with him.
Nye exploded some new
stories, and Salsbury, turning to his

Keets her feet on wave and shore ;
And our eyes grow dim with watching,
A ml our" heart* 'atnt at the oar,
Happy 1« t-lic that heareth
The signal of her relca-e.
In the bell·» of the Holy Cltv
And the chimes of et' rnal peace."

of

On a cot in
oiing soldier suffering from a mortal
round received in one of the fiercest
•attics of tho war of the Rebellion,
"hough he bore his pain like a hero it
ras evident that his oarthly existence
pas only a matter of but a short time,
f sympathy was any comfort to him
bere was truly no lack of it among his
omradee present.
It was near the close of a beautiful
utumn day when the time had come for
lie change. Seemingly bo had beon unonscious and unable to utter a word for
9verai hours; when suddenly in clear
inging tones, he commenced singing the
Star Spangled Banner,1' and, when the
ist word of the first stanza left his lips
eath stilled the voice of the bravo
H. Maxim.
jldier.

Your

"No."'
"Did she reject you?"
"Not exactly, but when I first began
calling there was a mat at the door
with the word 'Welcome* woven in it.
and a motto on the wall that read
Later 1
'Let Us Love One Another.'
noticed that the doormat was changed
for one that said 'Wipe Your Feet,' and
a motto declaring that 'Marly to I5ed
and Early to Ilise Make a Man
Healthy, Wealthy and «Wise" had the

is stll

Resolutions of Respect.
1863.
At the regular meeting of Pequawket
McClellan Hospital lay a Lodge, No. ΊΟ, I. 0. O. F., the following

Memory

on

Agents,

NEW.YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

Yon don't

tender our heartfelt sympathy in
this their hour of bereavement; theirs
the sorrow, hers the never-ending joy.
"And when the Angel of shadow

ireaking the Sabbath.

Aggregate assets at their actual
.....12,297,922 M
vit lue........
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1902.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
I 120,0*6 6*
claim·
Amount required to safely re-Insure
all outstanding risks
1,401,1*32 30
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus,.. 1,522 018 !*«
775,903 :i»;
Surplus beyond liabilities

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

policemen's college

below, rolling

Torono,

South Paris, Maine.

half a minute.

we

Music—The

Hiram.

voice th

of

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1902.
Stocks and Bonds, market value,.... tl.eSH.aw .yi
174,143 57
Cash In Office and Bank.
419,914 ·;7
Premiums In duecourse of collection,
25,3*5·,"
Bills Receivable
20,U*) (»
Mortgages

Papers One Year for Only $1.15.

Curlunlty of Sound.
If when ruling in a balloon, at a
height, sa.v. of 2,000 feet, a charge of
gum-otton hi· fired electrically Hx> feet
below tbe car, the report, though really
as loud as a cannon, sounds no more
than a mere pistol shot, possibly partly
owing to the greater rarity of the air,
but chiefly because the sound, having
no background to retlect it. simply
spends itself in the air. Then, always
and under all conditions of atmosphere
soever, there ensues absolute silence
until the time for the echo back from
earth has fully elapsed, when a deafening outburst of thunder rises from

the death of Sister Lizzie E. Turner.
a long and weary illness it has pleased the All-Father to call
to lier rest our beloved sister, Lizzie E.
Turner, not as the ripened grain falls hefore the sickle of the reaper, but in the
full flower of womanhood with all the
hopes and possibilities of a useful and
happy life before her, who by the multitudinous deeds of kindly good will has
endeared herself to all who had the good
As an exemplar
fortune to know her.
of lofty ideas of duty, of the good and
true in every-day life, she has bequeathed
to us a heritage of loving memories
whose fragrance will ever remain with
us as perpetual reminders of virtues so
conspicuous in her life. A devoted wife,
a tender mother and faithful friend, the
transi'ion to that other home "Not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens,"
leaves saddened hearts and tear-dimmed

a

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO.,
Canada.

Λ

Whereas, after

TUE

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmer»
anrl their families, and stands at the head of the agricul
turaI press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
tli»
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is $1.00 per year, but for a limited
time we will receive your subscription f<>r THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own
favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

The Russian passport system
is studied in detail. The duties of the
dvorniks, a sort of assistant police, are
taught. They keep watch 011 the residences, report 011 the habits of tenants,
their visitors, examine the papers of
newcomers and direct them to report
themselves at the police station. The
members of such a clever and complicated system need careful Instruction.

on

OF

UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

thieves.

Resolutions

Agent,

South Paris, Maine.

in St.
Petersburg to train applicants for the
There is a museum combined
foree.
with the school where the pupils make
themselves la miliar with the tools of
criminals jimmies, drills, chisels and
contrivances for robbing collection
boxes, a special field of Russian

is to pay to the counties one-half the
There is
sum thus paid to the towns.
no provision for any compensation for
the
lists.
wooden bridges included in
Repairs on state and county bridges are
to be inade by the county commissioners at the expense of the counties, the
state to reimburse the counties in onehalf tho sum expended. Now bridges
over fifty feet in length, in new locations
or to take the place of old fines destroyed, may be built by the county commissioners. the process of payment for the
new bridges being so arranged that the
town or towns in which the bridge is
located pay one-third, the county or
counties one-third, and the state onethird. These are the principal features
of the bill. It is unofficially reported
that Governor Hill does not favor it. It
will come up for consideration in the
senate Tuesday, March 3d.

Ami the sound of

ΗιιμνΙπιι

12,366,266 7c

surplus,

W. J. Wheeler & Co.,

descriptions

Trainine

liabilities,

South Paris, Me.

Catalogues sent on application.

violence."
Such a speech from any other man
would have won him the contempt of

There is a

11,449,189 10
500,000 no
617,077 6S

..

all

ANNUAL ΗΤΑΤΚΜΚΝΓ

Ν. H.

Berlin,

over

CHAS. E. TOLMAN,

Supplies.

in the eastern counties reviewing
his militia, and that he says when he
meets me he intends to whip me. Now
I tell him at this faroff distance that if
he whips me it will be because he can
outrun me, for I have a great horror
for the barbarous practice of personal

bridges
their value. These bridges shall become,
of
the
June,
on the first day
property of
the counties in which they are situated.
Provision is made for payment for all
these bridges which are of iron or steel.
Two-thirds of the appraised value is to
be paid by the counties, in not more than
ten annual installments, to the towns
now owning said bridges, and the state

.·ΐ,Μ1,87β Κ»
16,41011

admitted,

Total liabilities and

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

his listeners, but It was McNutt. and
Mr. Pettengill of Rumford introduced people laughed and applauded.—'"Recola bill providing that when the Rumford
lections of Mississippi."
Falls and Rangeley Lakes Railroad Comrailroad
its
extended
have
shall
pany
IixliiiriN η ml ('itizeiixhip.
from Rangeley to tho boundary line beIndians who maintain their tribal retween the State of Maine and the Province of Quebec and shall operate a line lations are not permitted to vote in any
of railroad from Rumford Falls, Maine, state.
They are not citizens of the
to Megantic, Canada, tho railroad comUnited States, but merely "wards of
pany is authorized to make a contract the nation." In all the states, we bewith the state for the transportation of lieve, an Indian who has severed his
troops and the munitions of war and to tribal relations and become a citizen
receive therefor an exemption of 9"> per
and a taxpayer lias a right to vote on
cent of the taxes of said corporation for
In the
au equality with the whites.
1905.
from
January 1st,
twenty years
matter of voting the fifteenth amendbill
was
much-discussed
The
bridge
ment to the constitution prohibits the
presented Tuesday, the majority report states from making any discrimination
in favor being signed by six members of
Our naton account of race or color.
the committee on ways and bridges, and
for instance, do not
the minority report in opposition by two uralization laws,
hut
As presented, the bill Is admit Chinamen to naturalization,
members.
a
quite lengthy, and differs considerably the supreme court has decided that
from the original bill. It provides that Chinaman born here is as much a citithe county commissioners of the several zen as are the descendants of those
counties shall, before June 1st, 100:», who came over with John Smith to
make lists of all bridges over fifty feet Jamestown or with the pilgrim fathers
in length, forming part of any legally
And the Indian
to Plymouth rock.
established road, in their respective
to have better riulits here than
These lists shall contain ou^'ht
counties.
and the Chinaman.—St. Louis Republic.
of the several

Question*.

On Wednesday evening the house of
Mr. John Cotton was entered, and $('>4.00
aken from him and his son and Mr.
Ellsworth Dunham. A similar theft oc:urred in the neighborhood some months
igo. It was evidently some person
amiliar with the premises.
Mr. Elias Gould has recovered from
lis illness.
Mr. George W. Osgood and Capt.
rhomas O. Spring remain seriously ill.
On Saturday evening Iliram lodge, K.
>f P., admitted one candidate to the de:ree of Page, and four to the degree of
inight. An oyster supper was then
[reatly relished. Wo closed in time to
ilow our ministerial brothers to avoid

PHrtu

gold-

now

The new draft of tho hunter's license
bill states that the licenso is to bo issued
for killing bull moose or deer and applies to any person not a bona tide resident of Maine for three months prior to
application for a hunter's license. This
The money
license tax is fixed at $15.
collected from licenses is to be expended under rules and regulations to be
established by the Governor and Council.

Browii.

Mre. Sargent.
Storm,
to meet with Mrs. Amelia
Walker in two weeks.

Surplus

would have crushed any other man.
lie was at one time a candidate for
United States senator. The opposing
candidate was General Quitman. In a
speech McNutt said: "Fellow citizens,
I understand that General Quitman is

was

Emery.

Adjourned

ToUl
Caah Capital,

setting aside in his own favor those
prejudices of the public mind which

ing the Rumford Falls Municipal Court

Bank,

*(Β.ββ5 07
3Î1.Î02 46
M85,ltM V>
ΙΚί.Λββ 97
1.KS9 80
SIMM 45
25,126 04
3.106 al

|2,δββ,26M 7n
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, 1902.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 117.677 41
1,273,453 41
Unearned Premium·
M.OW 26
A11 other liabilities

Mr. McXatt'N S|:ccch.
Among the famous men οf Vioksburg
before the war, one of the most prominent was a Mr. .McNutt. Two qualities
marked him out as an individual type.
The first was his personal cowardice.
Still more individual was his power of

it is understood that tho committee on
education will report ought not to pass
on the bill to make a new apportionment
of the common school fund on the basis
of average school attendance instead of
on tho number of persons between the
ago of 4 and 21 years as the law now is.

....

Admitted asset*

the following answer by telegraph:
"Golden calf just what is wnnted. A"
fore quarter is all that will be needed

The Woman's Library Club of Lovell
met with Mrs. Sargent at her home Feb.
eyes.
25. Meeting called to order by the presTo husband and to children; to sisters
ident, twenty-seven members respond- and to brother who
to roll-call:
"Lon^c for the touch of a vanished hand
Current event»
Music—Tam O'Shunter

Uro*· assets
Deduct Items not

friend and knew I>r. Jones very intimately, and, being thus acquainted
both with his peculiarities as well as
with his ability to take a Joke, he sent

a letter announcing
his candidacy in UH)."> for attorney general of Maine, and so also is Bertram L.
Smith of Fatten, who is now serving liis
fourth term as county attorney of Penobscot County.

Lovell.

Lucy Ε. Elliott lias gone to Cambridge,
Mass., to care for a Mrs. Slieild, a sister
of Deacon Franris Flint, who has been
at Lovell Center for many summers.
Quite a number of the children in the
village have chicken pox.
We learn that II. K. Ilobbs of the Toll
Bridge in Fryeburg is seriously ill.
The degree staff of Keazar Valley Lodge
went to Fryeburg Thursday evening and
conferred the 2d and 3d degrees upon a
A lino oyster and pastry
candidate.
supper was served. There was a large
number in attendance.
A telegram was received Friday announcing the death of Mrs. Harriet
Ueald at San Rafael, New Mexico, where
she went last fall with her step-son, Rev.
J. II. Heald.
Died in Lovell, Feb. 23, James M. Fox,

upon the

a sermon

$344,506 00

..

Agent·' Balance·,
I nterr«t and Rente
All other Aeaeta,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

en calf which might be singularly appropriate for the occasion.
The brother clergyman was an old

on

I.

Real Estate
Mor-tirage Loan·
Collateral Loan*
Stocke and Rood·
Ca· li In office and
Bill· Receivable

ries of modern discourses.

report.

Tuesday.
Representative F.
ryfleld is out with

Watertown, If, T.
ASSETS DEC. SI, 1MB.

W. H. Winchester,

Light Company.
A short time ago he received a note
On the question of inquiring into the from a well known clerical brother conexpediency of enacting a law whereby all veying an urgent request that he would
paupers now supported by towns shall deliver a sermon upon some special
bo supported by counties, the committee church festival that was shortly to be
voted such legislation inexpedient and
held. The doctor replied to the effect
both house and senate have accepted the
would come and that be bad

An act additional to tho act establish-

Prospec t Inn last week the name of Mrs.
Dr. B. F. Bradbury of Norway as one of
the soloists was unintentionally omitted.
It is always a pleasure for a Bethel audience to listen to Mrs. Bradbury, who,
relatives.
residence here, was ever so
Mrs. Cassius Pike is entertaining the during her
generous to the public in lier service of
grippe.
was one of the sweetMiss Harriet Adams is visiting in Mas- song. lier lullaby
est numbers upon the programme.
sachusetts.
Friday evening the prizo speaking
Rev. Mr. Burrell supplied the pulpit
contest took place at Odeon Hall with

Winter is slowly dying.
A glad good-by to stormy February.
E. P. Philbrook has gone to Auburn
to work.
Ten feet of snow has fallen here since

Legislative

Bethel.

Buclcfleld.

Paris.

creasing practice.

Baptist Church, Be τ. Η. Η. Bishop,
Preaching ever ν Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 12 M. Sabbath "Eventcg Service at 7 :S0 τ. κ. Prayer Meeting Thurahy
evening at 7 30 P. M.
Universalis! Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Prea-hlng service every Sunday at 11 A. u.
η rat
Pastor.

M

E'lit-tr DnufxTut :

West

Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Wheeler entertained a pleasant party of invited guests at
their home last Monday evening, from 8
to 10. There were four table· of whist,
Dr.
and refreshments were served.
Wheeler is having a successful and in-

PAPER.

die was the best girl you ever had.
Mrs. Todgers—She's an impertinent
liussy. I wanted to borrow lier go·
oshes. and siie said site was afraid I
•ouldn't get them on!

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

CASTOR'A

At u Donrdinur IIounc.
Stout Man (whose appetite lias been
lie envy of his fellow l>ourders)—I de1 dare I
have three buttons off my vest.
Mistress of the House (who has been
idling to give him a hint)—You will
j irobably find them In the dining room,

The Kind You llav· Alvais Bougkt

εγ

ι ilr.

No Doubt* About It.

£££/f.yrOTf
<*

RE-YI-JNO

"How do you know It is rheuma(Trade Mark.)
asked his friend. "You haven't
a
1 leen a doctor."
"I know what it is, all right," replied j s warranted to
if taken for ailments or diseases of the Stomach,
you
1 he victim.
"Rheumatism is one of
If it fails to help you bring it back and
31ood, Liver and Kidneys, etc.
1 liese things that don't need an introfor
it.—TRY
the
ΙΓ.
( luction."
i ;et
money you
( ism?"

A Famous
help

Prescription by

Famous Physician

paid

Extremely Itnre.

Tommy—Pop. what is meant by the

of humor?
Father—The sense of humor, my son,
, onsists largely of knowing when not
I ο be funny.—Philadelphia Record.

:

ense

"Where Knowledge Is Wisdom Lingers."
Druggists supplied with RE-VI-NO through J. E. Goold & Co.,
( ^ook, Everett & Pennell, or John W. Perkins & Co., Portland, Me.

If we all practiced what we preach,
t would keep us so busy practicing
1 hpt we would have to cut out tbe f
*
| (reaching —Iroquois Chief.
When a boy is lonesome, it helps a
;ood deal if you feed him.- Atchison
( Jlobe.

«

Retail

ERNEST P. PARLIN,
PHEtCHIPTlO*

Next door to Post

Office,

South

^Registered 1897.

CASTORIAiûtitas-ww.

JtoWYttMJUlWlNlkt

Proprietor,

DRUGGIST,

*

Parie, Maine

(&MtÎ6AXiu

This is March, all right
Hirum Field and son Lester
willshor
ly move to Sumner.

flcmocrat

The Wtforfl

:

SOUTH PAKIS.

Maude Spearrin from Auburn
visiting relatives here.
Mrs.

suit h paris post orne*.
a. m; itio
oece Hour* βΛ0 to 7DO
M·
j:OUP.
..mst)

TKl'NK

a. h. t »

L. L. Jackson has gone to
live with his son James.

8

Deering

IΟ

Mrs. C. E. Tolman has been
sutferin
for several weeks with the
grippe.

H AIL WAT.

Commencing Sept. 2S, l'JOii,
TtACU LKAVK SOVTH PAKIS
38 a.
vdally, Sunday t
ι,υΐοκ down ,ea.«t -Λ
4 '4t> P. *.
bua0»y onfj •
'.· A) a.

teclu·:."!

,',,ΐηΛ»

8:4
west)-10:00A. M.. 3:38 P.
dally, Sumlays Included). Sunday on!j

S.

P. Maxim is visiting friends
Ilartland and other places.

Bangor.

iQ

II. P. Brett and wife of
Beverly, Mass
are visiting his
brothtr, Charles E. Bret'

I sary.
Λ HARMONIOUS MEETING, WITHOUT
Voted to give the moderator $'5.00 fo
POLL ΟΪ1 THE HOUSE
DURING TH1 I his services.
The meeting adjourned at *2:40 P. m.
PROCEEDINGS.
FULL REPORT OF TH1
The amount raised for this year'
MEETING.
COST OF SCHOOL HOUS1
! assessment is Sll>,7Sl.G2, which indicate
LIMITED TO $8000.
a tax rate from 2 to 3 mills larger thai
last year.
I
Bright skies and an air clear and no
too cold, combined with roads whicl
The Lighting Bill Hearing.

ν unt Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
;
K, set ontl and fourth Fridays of each

'.

■;

ν

V

Saturday evenings

14S,

of

meet»

each

rps Ha !■
Paris orange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
II
land fourth Saturday. during the
r. f the year, meets every Saturday, in

The horse, which was all right
was dead in the stall
Sunday

night,

morning.
A good

axe

Penley's.

The Oxford Club will hold its next
and last meeting tor the present conI -Second and fourth Mondays of ference year with Kev. A. W. Pottle
Λ. t'.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181, Monday, March V».
and fourth Wednesday evenings
Mrs. Susan F. Whitmore of BowdoinHamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every ham, who has been spending the wintei
Hall.
with her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Pottle,
«■legal l'ytldan
vv
men of America.—South Paris
expects to return to her home this week.
meets second and fourth Tues

1

%

night.

at

lost Thursday between C
A.K.Hall.
R. Penley's and South Paris; finder wil
Κ Kin: ball Kellef Corps meets tirst
^atur ay evenings of each month, lc
the
owner
oblige
by leaving it at C. R
;r.

;

vv-

..

o<l l Fellows' Hall,
-U.K. Kimball Post. Xo.

Saturday

(.

w

",
In (.«olden Cross llall.

^

\\

Robinson house on Pine
as bM· sold to George W.
II.

>■'..·
Frothincham.

Mrs. H. E. Wilson made two or three
trips to Bryant's Pond last week, tc
.insist in the Golden Cross minstrel show,
which was put on at that place Friday

evening.

Maxim has been attending
Rev. A. S. Ladd, D. D., Presiding
bile show in Bostou during
Elder of the Lewiston District, will hold
the ; ο' week.
quarterly conference at the Methodist
;· Ke< rV. wife and child, of Port- church in this place Wednesday evening,
J.
at
J.
,· in en visiting
Emeley's March IS.
for .ι few days.
There will be a special meeting of the
Λ
neeting of South Paris Village board of trustees of the Methodist
at Engine House Hall. Tues- church Tuesday evening, at the close of
the prayer meeting.
W. S. Starbird.
tlav evening at Τ :·"!1>.
W

M\r

and
Waterville, was in town last
if interest of that paper.

j

wr.

of

r"is.

Mr
f\

M

the

Turf.

Farm

Herbert C. Ripley and children
this week to rejoin Mr. Ripley
: rmer home in Oklahoma.

,iv.

«.

it ;

.r

οι! I). Hiirgins of Coetigan is
r : ni*
lier parent», Mr. and Mrs.
n1
vv of the Andrews House.

ν

y

W

Mr> I.ydia Rounds, who has been
air!:
daughter at Turner for a numbei f weeks, returned home early last
\\ tt

i\.

Stuart of this place, of the
it Hebron Academy, lias
>eii it- one of the speakers for
tiie ['Π/t* contest at that institution.
M
Ll»

«trace

>-

A.

ι.

ning

Briggs and family

are

plan-

months of the
s}>end
summer season with Mrs. Brings'
Mrs. hinder, at Mankato, Minn.

*·»

sister

several

Miss I'.liinche I)ean has closed her enga^einent in the office of the Oxford
:iud has gone to Gilead where
L .lit 1
she i- a position in the office of J. W.
Bennett, the lumberman.
Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., will obladies' night Thursday evening of
Mt. Pleasant
th> week, March 3d.
Kebek.th Lodge has been invited to join
Mt. Μ
Lodge on that occasion.
rve

The Herbert M. Tucker farm on the
>· ·.·. Brook road bas been purchased by
« ; h ν Ί:. Fox.
Mr. Fox is a young man
months
»
vine from L«»veU a few
aud has been in the employ of the
va·
Paris Manufacturing Co.
1

easani street

.·

ecuwi ni»c»

f·

dav, Feb. JO. with exercises celebrating
birthday. The names of
tli.'M· nut tbM-nt more than "De-half day

Washington's

are:
IK·

W

H:
Κ ν

Ereeuian \bbott,
Marlon Gray
iri'ller,
Hanora Martin,
>1 lett,
Erankle Thomas.

Abltt,

Tin· lMnocrat is able, for a limite»!
Tin.
,·. t«· »ffer the Xew-York Tribuno
Farm, r : ■ advance-paying subscribers at
the t huit price of -$1.75 for both papers.
This tT-r will hold good for only about
:*.> m,
ths, when the price will again be
y.
Γ ! e Democrat and Tri-weekly
Tribune remain as before, $2.-·» for both
paj-ers.
members of the class of 0.» of the
h<H>l gave their classmate. Miss
lie»u· C. Kipley, a surprise party Thursilay evening, and presented her a tiand^>rm edition of
Longfellow s poems.
Mi» Kiplev is about to return with her
faiiiiK to Oklahoma, where tliey formerly
lived* The affair was a complete surprise to lier, and she was much gratified
with thi> te-f iii'-nial of her classmates
Τ

1,

regard.

The entertainment following the supper at the Congregational vestry 1 hurs>la\ fvi-nini; had as its main feature au
~ti.it· I {mem, "An Old Sweetheart of
Miti·
The poem was read by Mrs.
Ktlward (ireene, and illustrated by a
m ri.
i.f
expressive and well-posed
ta'i
\
For the other numbers on the
·.: ι:
there were a piano solo by
MivsK.ibv Clark and songs by Mrs.
Barne>. Mrs. Higgin·, Mr. Dunu, and
M ins Kva Andrews.

was

Franklin Maxlui

135

Second selectman:
Whole number of

Seces-ary

to a

ba'lots,
choice,

Jesse C. Howe

164

164
*3

Third selectman:
Whole number of ballots
Necessary ton choice
Henry I». Hammoml
Leslie E. Newell,

121
10.»

The selectmeu elected

were

chosen

anil overseers of the poor,
single ballot in each instance.
treasurer:
Town
assessors

Whole number of balloti
Necessary to a choice,
Frank Λ.Shurtleff,

Member of

mittee,

to

on

'.*5

superintending school

succeed Geo. M. At wood:

Whole number of ballots,
Necesiarv to a choice,
George M. Atwoo<l,

-26
114

a

H5
4S

com-

14

IS
S

Collector of taxes:
Whole n'imber of ballots,
Nece-sarv ο a choice,
Alfre·! H. Jackson

67

68
35

The compensation of the collector was
fixed at 1 1-2 per cent, as it has been for
several years.

....

.....

|

........

|

..

treasurer,

committees, the lookout and prayerthat
meeting. In April it was decided
and five
we needed more committees,
the Sunday
were added,
ones
new
School, social, flower, calling and music
two

committees.
were

In

September

two

more

added, the temperance and mission-

proposition,

enlarge the brick school house, was1
passed over on motion of Walter L. :
Gray, by a show of hands.
It was also voted to pass over the sec-!
oud proposition, which was to tear down
the brick house ami build au improved
house on the same lot.
Under the third proposition, which
was to erect a new school house for the
high school on a new location, X. D.
Bolster moved that we build a new
school house on a new location on l'ine

ary.
the
A Sunday School was organized iu
and
spring, the officers were chosen,
a
been
four classes formed. There has
We
good attendance most of the time. and Street.
Herbert M. Tucker, formerly of Paris. had preaching nearly every Sunday,
George M. Atwood of the school comdifferent times special
n
at
is fι»r the
past year been superin- have had
mittee read a description of tho lot. j
1
week.
the
t« :.··,. jit of the farm at the New llaiup- prayer meetings during
a
of eight- which was selected and staked out by
-Timent station at Durham. N. have been able to get the names
at the committee last spring.
have
who
ministers
preached
11
een
his
engagt>nipletes his year and
Κ. E. Field objected to the size of the <
iu
past year. Perhaps
tiH-i.· t! re
April 1st. He has engaged school houseof the
about three acres,
to recall these lot, which contains
iuterest
be
on
would
ait
farm
Mijeriotendent of 'he Morey
j
W. E. but later withdrew his objection.
Glover,
Ketha
names:
bedifferent
and
Hill
for
the
Pigeon
coming year,
Judge Wilson moved that we build ina
W. Pottle, H. S. Pinkham,
A.
a
is
Brooks,
Ibis
1st.
lib
work
tliere
April
gins
Bates S. new school house in South Paris,
iarjje and well-stocked farm belonging to Marry Taylor, II. II. Bishop,
the question
L. L. Twitched, order to get that part of
a
wealthy Boston importer, aud is situ- Hideout, Mr. Libby,
Mr. directly before the meeting.
ated on the south slope of Pigeon Hill, Mr. Holmau, J. L. Cummings,
less
or
was
more
There
cursory disNichols, O. L. Stone, W. E. Bailey, Seth cussion
ab.iut twelve miles from South Paris.
centering around the cost of a
Mr.
and
Mr.
Corey
Ouint,
Mrs.
Benson,
motion to build a
new house, then the
About three minutes before the teu Mabry.
new school house was put and declared
o'clock train showed up around the
We had two picnics during the sumvote.
betid Friday forenoon. Simeon Yeaton, mer, one in June given by the active carried on a civa c<>ce
Mr. Bolster then moved that the new
wit'; a load of pine drawn by three yoke members and another in August given
house be erected on a lot on Pine Street,
of ι.\»·ιι and steers,
gotstuck on the Pleas- by the associate members. We have had
of which were read by
ant Street crossing just be'ow the depot, live socials this winter at the houses of the boundaries
of hands refrom which the snow was all none. I he different members, and we attended one the moderator. A show
There sulted in an affirmative vote, no count
team could twist the load a little, but at Mr. Pearson's in Uucktield.
tortu- was a Christmas tree at George Chap- being necessary.
were unable to start it ahead.
L. S. Swan moved that the cost of the
nately another team was in company man's. and an appropriate program was house and lot
complete, with furnishings,
* ιtli him. and
load
the
this
society.
up
doubling
by
given by
made shall not exceed six thousand dollars.
was pulled over, though uot until the
Our society has received and
Judge Wilson moved that a building
train was at the end of the yard. There some visits iu the past year. In June
aud Mission committee of five be chosen.
was really no danger, but it was an in- the Young People's Aid
Further discussion of the question of
for a few
teresting situation for a short time.
Society was entertained here
cost followed, much of it somewhat inIn that same month the SoutL
days.
A motion was made, in tho
The drama "Messmates," in preparavisited formal.
Paris Christian Endeavor Society
to change the
tion by the graduating class of the high
This winter the course of the discussion,
ours at the Hollow.
school, will be presented in New Hall I'aris Christian Endeavor Society hat limit of cost to $S000. A vote on the
Music b\
amendment was carried by a show of
next Fiiday evening, Feb. tt.
made us a visit. Dur society has attend
Bri^^;,' Orchestra. Seats oil sale at store ed different Christian Eudeavor meet- bands, and the motion as amended, setof F A. Shurtleff A Co.
The cast of
which wen ting the limit at ?i«X)0, was carried.
ings at South Paris, among
it
Judge Wilson's motion to appoint a
characters is as follows:
the rallly in June, the convention
in
Krank Doble December, the anniversary in February building committee of five then being
Alvah Morion, a speculator
Kicbar·! Carter. owner of the "Seabrlitht.
main
order, it was put and carried, and the
Since our society was formed
Horatio llamtnon'l
We now moderator appoiuted as that committee
Nat Taylor, captain of the 'Seabrtght,"
improvements have been made.
the superintending school committee,
Klmer ummtng*
to light the school house
have
lamps
Leslie
>
Geo. A. Wilson and N. D. Bolster.
Te'l'ly Morgan, a runaway
effort has been made to décorât» Judge
w olf, a
Mow.twuy,..............Clarvnci» Kiulon and an
The plans presented by the special
ant I
with
house
evergreens
Αβ·Ι«τ>-οτ»
HaroM
Crumb*, the Stewart
the school
committee to the town meeting last
tiracc Morgan, Al»ah's Ί lighter. Rllla « heeler
Christian Endeavor flags. A Christiai
Polly Taylor, the captain'* in.·I
spring were again presented, and adoptwas purchased ii
wall
Endeavor
pledge
Marjorle Mckeuuey
with the amendment
A horse-shed containinj j ed by the meeting,
Alvah's sister.......
Arabella Caraway.
the spring.
*
that the leaded glass should be omitted
A bble StsrbtrU
stalls was built in November.
fifteen
Hosa WManl
beei and plain glass substituted.
i'hillisi Grace"· mailt
The members of this society have
On the question of raising money, it
The March term of Supreme Judicia increasing steadily in the past year
was moved to raise $8000 this year. This
fifteei
aud
members
active
Court will open on Tuesday of ne*1 Thirteen
point started considerable more somebeen added t
week, with Judge Spear presiding. Th< > associate members have
am 1 what informal discussion. It was finally
members
active
Two
bi
»
the
will
in
October
society.
gran'i jury empaneled
voted to assess it $2000 this year, and
bee
λ enires fo r three associate members have
term.
present at this
a year thereafter until paid.
one associat e
traverse jurors have been returned a » dropped from the society,
The selectmen were instructed to
membei
1

....

-—

follows:

Eimer E. Blake, BrowntleM.
Melva A. Charte*. Lovell.
John J. Holiuan DlxHeM.
Kiigene Ο Κreach, Norway.
Mo«e« Ε Kimball. Norway
fre·! 3. Smt h. Amlover
l.evi Mc * Mater, stom ham.
Allen J Kee«i, Mexico
Wm A. Farwell, Bethel.
Ε ben s. Kllborn. Bethel.
Elmer E Kobert-, Sumner.
Soloa A. Coffin, (j IleaJ.
Ο Ci Pratt, Parte.
George Κ. Earn uni. Parte.
1" rank H. Pen· lex ter. Porter.
Chas ti. Knight, Waterforl.
Ere*l J. Ho 1ft·, Rumfonl.
Ε red B. Carroll, Rumfonl.

active
the pas t acquire the lot for the schoo! house,
There has been one death in
The article relating to a vault in the
Four active members and fou r
member becoming

an

"^^Ss-Aîasassa
STATED MEETINGS.

No. IS, In Masonic
before full »· oon.
No. 29. fto erablce
l*foro full mo°n.

j,®

WORKING OVERTIME.

Eight

ignored by

hour laws are

Oxfora^ou

ιΛμ.'ιμι™.· luii e«jy

_

5ΐϊΓΑι»ί .Λ
TSi P-.«rul.r

Regular meeting

ΕΐΓ«6ί

rri.iv

«'

day evening.

A. R.

»«'

noedav

In

thoj ®

Life Pills. Millions are always at worl
night and day, curing Indigestion, Bi

iousness, Constipation, Sick Ileadacl:
and all Stomach, Liver and Bowi
troubles.
Easy, pleasant, safe, sun

Bankrupt's

No j-; meet* In
»" ",,r" "'"'·

SUMNKB.

..

Change of Management.
The Rumford Falls Evening Ilorald announces that Israel A. Herrick, who has
since Dec. 13th, been treasurer and man-

No

IK·,

)

(

Bankrupt )

In

only part

of each

j-4
.«ι risstS"»?kk-£
Order,
ul2 Anci?nt

Interest, may appear at the said time

In

am

place, and show cause, If any they have, wh;
the prayer of said petitioner should not b

Xoblea of tbe granted.
Arabic
And it Is further ordered by the Court, tha
Mvstic Shrine, in the evening.
the Clerk shall send by mall U> all known cred
The hearing on .ho act to make va d Itors copies of said petition and this order, a>l

certain doings of the assessors of Nor- dressed to them at their places of residence a
way for the vear 1902, before the legal stated.
« ltness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judg<
>■»
•f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
ι
for Tuesday, March 3, at
land, In said District, on the 28th day of Feb.
I). l'.<03.
quest of citizens of Norway, who wished A.ÎL.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
8.]
to understand the situation.
Λ true cnpy of petition ami order thereon.
m
Attest. J AMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
The Democrat's c-ires H n le
error last week in stating tiuit 1I< n·
Huberts was nominated for su pen η tend-

(.n,

™to""booh;he«.s»o,niDa«do„,ho,
<.f scnoow,
a position he has
schools .»
tondent» of
«i»intv
filled for some years with marked .ibi
II l; Young, superintendent of tli
»"d
company, was

»,L railwaythis week{rawerbusiness.

FREE VACCINATION.

The Board of Health of the town of P.'irls wll
f irnlsh free vaccination during the month ο
March. Dr. Woodbury will do the work at Soutl
I'arls, and Dr. Packard at West Paris.
PARIS BOARD OF HEALTH.
March 2, 1903.
FREEI»0>I NOTICE.

on
in \ugusta
Ο W trren Brown, by the assistance of

about tl.orai.Ullo

°'w*!iC Joo«. formerly of Norway. njjw|
i»

Opkoud, Maine, Feb. 4,1903.
In conslderntlon of twenty-live dollars, to b<
of live dollars per month, I
Installments
In
paid
give to Harrow P. Johnson the time during tin
I shal
rest of his minority, to act for hlmse'f.
οι
ii.iy no bills of hi* contracting nor claim any
Ills earnings after this date.
THOMAS A. JOIISSON.
Witness—Eugene R. Buvant.

,eu.»n rw;io.«ia,:

"si'bo'isrfe

rank

às

ôell

A h. Cook »'«< lrvlnR

He ta»

fox hunter.

TRAGEDY AVERTED.

length

.darling
covery for Consumption, and
He's now sound and well.
was saved.
Everybody ought to know, it's the only
and all
sure cure for Coughs, Colds
Lung diseases. Guaranteed by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyet
Drug Store, Norway. Price 50 centt
and *1.00. Trial Bottles free.
our

MORE RIOTS.

Disturbances of strikers are not nearly
as grave as an individual disorder of the
of sleep, nervsystem. Overwork, loss
ous tension will be followed by utter col
lapse, unless a reliable remedy is im-

There's nothing
efficient to cure disorders of the Livei
It's s
or Kidneys as Electric Bitters.
wonderful tonic, and effective nervim
and the greatest all around medicine foi
It dispels Nervous
run down systems.
and Neuralgia ant
ness, Rheumatism
50c. am
expels Malaria germs. Only A.
Shurt
satisfaction guaranteed by F.
left A Co., South Parie; Noyce Druf
Store, Norway.

mediately employed.

so

year.
selectmen's office was passed over, and
lisl
associate members are on the absent
activ
e the selectmen were instructed to obtain
at
thirty-seven
We have
present
membert ι, safe storage if possible at reasonable exmembers and thirty associate
members.
pense for the town books not in use.
all
in
sixty-eeven
makiug
Returning to the question of maintainwas voted not to mainof the contestants ο α iug schools, It
The
standing
;
New cases of small pox are still ap
tain schools in the Hall and Bolstei
"Miss Phebe" is:
in the Holy Ghoet and Us com
51 io school houses, and to maintain a school pearing
Ruili Farrar,
at Shiloh.
3!
house.
Falls
munity
in
the
Snow's
Nettle Newell,
8 ■k;
The article relative to repairs on the
I.ihlun Power*,
ii g
The Democrat and New-York Tribun
wai
Joeepbloe Dean,
1 14 Hall and Bolster school houses
Farmer for $1.75, for a few weeks only
KUhsI Barrow*,
ol
,
passed over.
Bernlce Walker

j

THOMAS SMILEY,
Telephone Ul·!.

PHOB.1TK λΟΤΙΓΕ».

biBb...

Γ.» all persons Interested In either of the estatei
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at Parle, In an«i
fur the County of Oxford. on the thirl Tuesday
of Kel>., I" the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and three, the following matter having
been presented for the action thereupon herein
Ouukkkd:
after Indicated, It Is
That notice thereof be given to all persons In·
tnvsted, by causing a copy of tills order to be
nubllshcd three weeks successively In the Ox.
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said Couuty, tiiat they may appear at n
I'robate Court to be held at sxld 1'arls, on the
third Tuesdayof March, A. D.1M3, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard tbereon Κ

—•'liTi- SJi!"£k.
Kroat
are

among the other more or less succeesfu

BLUE 8TORE8.

I

^^Iss^Mary^A-^Churchil ^o^l^Farming^

iSSiSKKS'

they sec cause :
who went from here to GardiLEMl'EI< GURNF.Y, late of Hebron, detime since.
ceased. Will and petition for probate ihereol
hft8 |li8 new presented by Livonia J. Gurney.tlie executrix
Contractor 0.
jot well under I therein named.
bo a groat
HARRISON Tl'TTLE, late of Buckileld, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
for tin* appointment of Vesta G. Tut tie as
mid
and wife will administratrix
with the will annexed, presented
leave for teksonville
by said Vesta G. Tuttle, widow.
CLAR1XDA M. HOOPER, late of Buckflcld,
leceaeed. Petition for order to distribute bal
some
s
nice
remaining in his hands and llual account
for
ι» Mrs* Β
Η McAllister
for allowance by Virgil P. DeCostcr,
to the Au«n»la bMPUah presented
Unie,
executor.
*
1
is
Col. Whitman.!,
iraiirouni,
LIVONIA KNIGHT, late of Paris, deceased.
Petition for di termination ·>ί collateral inheritadmlnlsance tax presented by Hudson Knight,

*.v

way' °lt wUl°

improvement|

lnS£l!."S£baw»y

I

l.â» (joué

Send'l^'ÏL^lett·., ibi.|
week.

irator and hoir.

LORANA KEE.VE, late of Rucklleld, decca«ed. Final account presented for allowance
by Alfred Cole, executor.

Ruth Cummings is much pleased
to her by her
pony team presented
uncle, Fred II Cummings.
Ε. N. Swett entertains
Mrs.
mother, Mrs. 0. C. Huntington, of Island Pond, Vermont, for a few weeks.
Geo. R. Howe was at Augusta Tuesday
in the interest of the geological survey.
Mrs. V. W. Ilills left for Boston and
New York Wednesday morning where I
she will attend the millinery openings
for two weeks and purchase her spring
witn

LEONARD HARDY, late of Paris, deceased.
Final account presented for all wance, also petitltlon for determination of collateral Inheritance
lax presented by James S. Wright, administra-

a

her|

tor.

HORACR KNIGHT, late of Parle, deceased.
InheritPetition for determination of collateral
adminance tax presented by Hudson Knight,

istrator.

_<■ 1.
.JOHN M. STEVEN'S, l-ite of Canton, deeeae
John
Final account presented for allowance by
P. Mvasey, administrator.
ADDISON E. HKRRICK, Judge of said Court.

goods.

A true copy—Attest:
ALREKT D. PARK, Register.
Dr. F. E. Drake, L. I. Gilbert and II.
Portof
a
meeting
attended
B. Foster
land Commandery Monday evening.
OF
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Saunders of Waterford have leased the Oxford Light Com- COUNTY OF OXFORD.
Supreme Judicial
vs. Mount
Court, In equity. Mtcli (iilbert
pany's house on Marston Street.
Mineral
Marie
Company.
Fred II. Brock, after along absence
at two
that
NOTICE
GIVE
Tills IS TO
from the Beal's House, has resumed his o'clock In the afternoon <n Wednesday, April
Parle.
South
In
House
Court
at the
1st, 11
duties as clerk again.
salil
Maine, the undersigned, receiver of the
I)r. and Mrs. Fred E. Drake entertain- Mount
at
sell
will
Mineral
Marie
Company,
ed the Professional whist club Wednes- public auction, pursuant to the order of the
of said court,
a
Pleasant
A.
R.
on
justice
Savage,
home
Honorable
their
day evening at
Maine,
plant and lot of land at Paris,Mineral
Street. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Walker en- tne mining
formerly owned by *ald Mount Marie
tertained the Silver Grayson Saturday Company, together with a steain drill, and all
tool* ami household furniture formerly belonging
and Mr. and Mrs. C. F.

MAINE.

STATE

Ridlouj

evening

the O. K.'s on Thursday evening.
Portland
Rev. W. W. Hooper of
preached at the Universalist church

to

said Company.

constitutional disease, anil in onlor t ) cure It
Hall*» Cayou in lift take Internal remedied.
tarrh Cure It» taken Internally anil acts directly
CaHall's
surfaced.
ou the blood au<l uiuc >ih
tarrh Cure Is not a i| nick medicine. It was preOil*
In
best
the
•cribed !>y one of
country for years, and Is a regular prescription.
It Is composed of the best tonics known.com
blned with the licit blood puilflcrs, uclini; directperfect combily on the mucous surface·». The what
Is
nation of the two
such won<lcrtul results in curing Catarrh. Send
for testimoniale, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Ad'Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.

phyt.fcl.ms

Ingredients

|

tisers 13 that they expect immediate returns of larpe proportions. One prominent advertiser

1

at a Time

Married.

I

Died.
In Peru, Feb. 24, Elizabeth II. Cox, aged 77
years.
In West Peru, Feb. 25, Dana Eastman.
In East Sumner, Feb. 2), Infant son of Rev.
and Mrs. L. W. Muttart, aged 1 month, 21 day·
In Canton, Feb. 23, Dura Bradford, aged 75
yenrs.
In Porter, Feb.

years.

13, Amos K. Roberts, aged 62

In North Paris, Feb. 18, Ethel, wife of
Arthur Stevens, aged 20 years, β month· and 14

day·.
In Denmark. Feb. 10, I*ester Warren.
In West Parle, Feb. 22, Gustavus R Bryant,
aged 30 years.
in Lovell, Feb. 25, James M. Fox, aged 79
year·.

a

"I can't afford to advertise ou
large scale," said a merchant

lately, "and with my varied stock
I wouldn't know where to begin
ou

a

small scale."

It la
the

α common fallacy that
advertlnluK mut cover

the whole stock.

In point of fact It never does,
even with the most lavish advertisers, and, if it did, the result
would lie a jumble of prolixity.
The true policy is to select one

time—something
article at a
moderately priced and meeting
the want of the day—and pusb
that at the
Itecord.

You are Invited to try this
plan in our columns. Change
your ad. with every Issue.
Buyers wntch our columns
for store

Legislative

people.—Philadelphia

news.

Notice.

Committee on Judiciary will give a public
hearing in its room at the State House MIn
Augusta, Tuesday, March 3,1903. at2 o'clock P.
The

>n

act additional to tho acts which

No. 138
left mv bed ai
E" S- Danle'"·
constitute the charter of the trustees of Hebron
,,ay D0 morc b,,le which'shTm,
Academy.
contract.
No. 140. Un an act to incorporate the Brown ι
Respectfully,
Held and Williamsburg Water Co.
°ANIELS
MORRILL N. DREW, Secretary.
Greenwood, Maine, Feb.
(

an

board"?■him'

mfim.

$6.00.

$5.00.
$4, $4.25, $4.50.
$3, $3.25.
$2, $2.50.

Overcoats now
Reefers now
Reefers now
Reefers now

and
and
and
and

selling

we are

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING NOW.

the Investment.

F.

"The sums spent for advertising

properly chargeable to capital account because the resultare

NOYES

H.

at

CO..

NORWAY.

PARIS.

ing good will is something that
has value, which, if the advertising has beeu properly done,

SOUTH

can

Bert's Corn Cure Does the Work !

usually

be sold for the face

value of the investment.
"The rate of interest is determined by the skill with which
the investment is made.
"Just

tough,

the interest, just so
way to realize re-

the amount invested In
columns.
We reach the

people.

Notice,

The Cominltee ton Interior Waters will

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

HARVARD COUGH BALSAM

will

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A.

),i an act to
ment Co.

In

m.

Incorporate the Kill* River Improve-

Thursday, March 12, 1903, at 3 I". m. On an act I
to Incorporate the Andro-coggln I-og Driving
Company.
VA ES Ε V Λ PUTNAM, Secretary.
ΛΌΤΙΟΕ OF

by

MUTUAL FIRE 1X8. CO.
Salem, Ma·*,

.....

Adml ted Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.

N'et Unpaid Losses,...
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities
Total
Cash Capital

Surplus

over

Carpet and

Wall

Paper Department.

our

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

Square,

MarU.ot

ΜΑΙΝΈ.

PARIS,

|

932,727 47
5,000 00

|

f 927,727 47
31, 1902.
...... 10,t>02 47
277,425 £2
10,823 05

I 298,651 34
100,000 00
all Liabilities,
529,076 13
A. F. LEWIS, Agent, Fryeburg.

February Sale

Non-Profit

Pay ins

Plummer's.

at J. F.

..........

PARKER'S
BALSAM

ClFtniei anJ besutifi·· Un half.
Prjiiiotc· ■ Imuran! growth.
Never Fall· to BMtor· Oray
Ilair to It· Youthful Color.
Cure· Ktlp d Kim a hair falling.

Eastern

Argus
will
and
the
the

readers In closer touch with State and local Interests than ever before, covering the législative
proceedings with full and careful reports, while
all the special features that have helped to make
the Argus one of the best of New England family papers, will be further developed and Im-

WEEKLY ARGUS.

Weekly Argus will keep up Its old-time
reputation as a family newspaper, covering the
news of the state and giving careful attention to
Subscribers
Its markets and ship news reports.
to the Weekly Argus are entitled to the Saturday
edlilon of the Dally Argus. This practically
makes the Weekly a seml-Weckly and gives
the subscriber a large volume of news for a
small amount of money.
The

TBRMS.

Dally Argus Is sent for 50 cents per month,
or $6.00 per year In advance, and φι.00 at tbe
end of the year, free of postage.
Th· Weekly
Araus, INCLUDING TUB
SATURDAY EDITION, Is sent at these rates
One copy, one year, free of postage, $1M In adClubs of
vance or #2.00 a. the end of the year.
5, free of postage, $6.00 In advance.

Eastern Argus Pub. Co.,
99

Exchange it·,

PORTLAND,

These Ferbuary Bargains

Men's Suits

Boys'

MAINE.

Whether there
below

possible at our Store,

to 3.75.

$1.95

$7,50

$5.00

Worth $2.50

to

5.00.

Worth $10 to
one

Suit

or

12.00.

Overcoat up.

means a cut way
many the price named
actual
paying, and in some cases below the

few

possible profit

to 16.00.

to 9.00.

from, containing

to select
are

only

Worth

Suits

Many lines

are

$3.98,4.50,7.50,10.00.

Men's Overcoats

all kinds, Is dally welcomed In thousands of
Maine homes, while the sphere of Its Influence
In all Its varied de·
Is constantly extending.
partments the Argus for the coming year will be
abreast of the times. Its general news service
will Include the fullest telegraphic, and cable
dispatches, presenting In wellarrangetl form all
Maine news and
the world's news of the day.
Maine interests, will, as heretofore, receive
special attention, for the Argus Is, first of all,
a Maine newspaper for Maine people, and devoted to Maine Interests of every description.
Throughout the coming year It will keep Its

The

in

Goods

SOUTH

HAIR

proved.

SHURTLEFF & CO.

New

85

ASSETS DKC. 31, 1902.

Real K-tate, Mortgage Loans. Stocks
anil Ronds, C,ash. Agents' Balances,
.$
Interest, Rent, etc
Dedut t items not admitted,

Your

To Take Stock.

N.

mortgage.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS RANK,
UEoKtiK Η. Α τ wood, Treas.
outh Paris, Maine, Feb. 14,1903.
of

cough.

Next week watch for announcement of

conveyed

IIOLYOKE

your

Tuesday, Feb. 24,

Our Store will close

FORKCLOHl'RE.

Whereas, Mande ville Hall of I'eru, In the
hie
County of Oxford ami State of Maine,
mortgage deed, tinted the 29th day of March, A.
D 1H97, and reconled In the Oxford Registry of
to the South
Dee Is·, book 225, page 4'.»;,
Paris Savings Hank a certain fot or parcel of
real estate nltuateiI in said I'eru. ami bounded
The westerly half of I.ot No. 5, In
as follows
Range 1, In I,unt's Lower Tract, beginning at a
small spotted hemlock tree on the south bank ot
the Androscoggin river; thence southerly on a
line parallel with the lot line to a stake standing
near the easterly end of a «tone wall ami lit roils
from said river; thence westerly along said wall
12 rods ami h link·» to a stake; thence southerly
on line parallel with said lot line to the south
Une of said lot to a point where the fence dividing I.ot A In Range 2 Intersects said lot line;
thence westerly along said lot Une to the southwesterly corner of said lot; thence nortnerly
along said lot line to the north westerly corner
of said lot ; thence easterly along said lot Une to
point of beginning. I'eing the homestead farm
of said Mandevflle Hall, and containing SU
acres, more or less.
And, whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has Iteen broken, now therefore, bv reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, the South
Paris Savings Hank claims a foreclosure of said

cure

satisfactory.

a|

give

public hearing In Its room at the SttteatHouse
8 r.
\ugueta, Thursday, March 12, IMS·

Bottlo.

a

At the Pharmacy of

money back if not

Legislative

soft,

Have

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

A.

F.

Advertisers get pood returns

Cents

XO

9

Experience.

our

or

old

sults from advertising is to compound the returns."—Advertising

on

SHURTLEFF & CO.

It will get rid of any corn—big or little, hard
Don't sutler.
TRY IT.
or new.
sound feet. Money back if it fails.

the quickest way to
increase invested wealth Is by
as

cotnpouuding
the quickest

F. A.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

its views, fair In tone, clean in character and
universal in its scope of information. For these
and other reasons this old "stand by" of Maine
Democracy and upholder of Maine interests of

daughter—Kowena Agnes.

prices:—

now

Cheaper grades same proportion.
Men's Work Coats, Ulsters, Reefers
Wholesale Pries.

country. This event will be recognized by
further Improvements In mechanical equipment
and Increase of news gathering facilities, thus
maintaining and strengthening tbe position the
Argus has attained among the leading newspapers of New England.
The chief Maine exponent and champion of
Jeffersonlan Democracy, the Argus !· broad In

daughter.

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

6.50
5.00
4.00
3.00

"The money expended for
advertimfiiK I· the itnme a·
The
If placed at Interest.
profit* from the advertising
are virtually the tntereat on

With the coming year the Eastern Argus]
round out a century of faithful, honorable
progressive service and will take rank with
select few centenarian newspapers of

In East Sweden, Feb. 21, to the wife of W. L
Marr. a daughter.
In Waterford, Feb. 10. to the wife of Watson
McAllister, a son—James Stlltman.
In lirowolleld, Feb. IS, to the wife of Clayton
E. Sprint:, a daughter.
In iicthel, Feb. 20, to the wife of Herbert King,

lu South Paris, Feb. 21, by Rev. J. H. Little,
fir Edward C. Waterhouse of Auburn uud
Miss Cynthia J. Young of oxford.
In South Paris Feb. 22, by Uev. Fr. James A
Flvnn. Mr Alphonse Boucher of Norway and
Ml-s Κ va Klnir of Hastings.
In Wood fords, Feb. 24. by Itev. Harry E.
Townsend, Mr. Alden /.. Cat.'s uf Woodfords.
formerly of Humford Fall·, and Miss Maude
l'arsons of Portland.
In Hiram, Feb. 21, Mr. Harry Swascy of Kczar
Falls ami Miss Florence Warren of Hiram.
in Humford Falls, Feb.24. at St. Athanaslue'
{
church, by Hov. Fr. LaFiamme, Mr. William L.
Thatcher and Miss Annie Al. Nadeau.

Here are some of the

$7.50 Suits and Overcoats

illustrates the principle of advertising in this way:

Daily and Weekly.

produces I

In Humford Kails, Feb. 24, to the wife of
Patrick Median, a Fon.
In Norway, Feb. IS, to the wife of A. L. Wy·

a

We have marked all our Boys' Suite, Overcoats,
and Reefers Way Down.

The trouble with most adver-

I8O3-10O3.

Born.

a

Overcoat, or Reefer
Perhaps your boy has been wearing his old Suit, a
one this season.
because you did not feel that you could afford to buy new
You cannot ailord to wait longer because

COMPOUND INTEREST

Mf.nahan,
ner some

Boys !

Good News for the

hereby

!SHK

MAINE.

NORWAY,

|

t^is

'will K°°t"'New York

$5.00.
WAISTS, black and white,
and
WRAPPERS—Spring styles in Print, $1; Percales, $1.25
$1.50, good colors and styles.
25c.
New Mercerized Lace Muslin in black, white, colors,
NEW SILK

OKHER OF NOTICE THEREON.

meets

.nièu^ondandToûîth

day.

"Just in the nick of time our little boy
was saved," writes Mrs. W. Watkins of
Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneumonia had
played sad havoc with him aud a terrible
cough set in besides. Doctors treated
him, but he grew worse every day. At
we tried Dr.
King's New Dis-

wide box
ONE LOT FANCY STRIPE MADRAS, front with
$2.98.
sleeve,
large
six
stylish
and
buttons,
very
pearl
plait,

Bankruptc;

r

;& L·,

$1.98.

sleeve,

Discharge.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 28th day of Feb., A. D. 1903, ο
-Norway Commandery, No. 247. reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered
by the Court, that a hearing be haThursday evening, of
L)
ti)Kin the same on the 20th day of Mar., A.
each month
l'.tftt, before said Court at Portland, In said I>ld
Dr and Mrs. Bial F. Bradbury and Mr. trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and tha
The Oxfor
notice thereof be published In
and Mrs Charles L. Hathaway were Democrat, a newspa|«er
printed In said District
•unong those who visited Lewiston Wtd and that all known creditors, and other person

man

in front,
ONE LOT FANCY WEAVE MADRAS, box plait
with three large pearl buttons, plaited front and back, large

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dl
trlet Court of the Unlteil States for the Distrii
of M aine :
KO KG Κ II. HERSEY of Buckfleld, In tl
County of Oxford, and State of Main*
ealii
In
District,
respectfully represent
that on the 17th day of January, last past, 1
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under tne Act
to
of Congee relating
Bankruptcy; that he ha
duly surrendered all his property and rlichts c
has
and
fully compiled with a
property
the requirements of said Acts and of the ordei
of Court touching his
Wherefore he praye, that lie may be decree
by the Court to have a full discharge from a
debts provable amiinst his estate, under sal
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are cj
discharge.
ccpted by law from such
bated ;j1s 23rd day of Feb Α. I). 1003.
GEORGE H. HERSEY,

JKi/fiSMSSSSA* -

which
ager of the publishing company
issues that paper and the Rumford Falls
Mr.
Times, has resigned that position.
Herrick's resignation was on account of
being physically unable to perform the
duties of*the position. The advice of his
physician seemed to make this imperative. Ε. N. Carver assumed the duties of
treasurer and manager by request until
the directors of the company can fill the
from a
vacancy. He is just recovering
severe illness and is able to be at the
office

MJ. K. Chase, So. Paris.

Bankrupt.

Hall every

Γ„ι..ην

Petition for

In the matter of
GEORGE H. HERSEY,

ami
A detailed description of the real estate
ol
iiersonal propertv may lie -een at the olliee
time
at
Mlllett.
Maine,
any
Wilson λ Orav, South Paris,
Treasurer—II. J. Bangs.
full information as tc
and
said
sale,
to
previous
Sunday.
Agent—J. O. Crooker.
the terms of sale will also be furnished upon ap
S. S. Committee—J. A. Roberts.
Victor M. Whitman has been visiting plication at said ofllce.
I'· Barnes.
WhitSuperintendent of School»—C
ALBERT I). PARK, Receiver
F.
Mrs.
C.
his parents, Judge and
Truant ollicer—Geo. W. Locke.
Mount Marie Mineral Co.
C. I.eavltt. man, for a few days.
Library trustees—E. F. Smith,
Feb. 21st, 1003.
South
Paris,
of
sister
his
Ellie,
and
Arthur Swan
PAKIS.
Everett, Mass., visited their mother,
Moderator—.lame» S. Wright.
Wheeler.
J.
Mrs.
Rowena Swan, this week.
Clerk—William
Selectmen—Franklin Maxim, Jojîc C. Howe,
l>.
Hammon·!.
Henry
Treasurer—Frank A. Shurtleff.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
Collectjr—Alfred H. Jacksoa.
S. S. Committee—George M. Atwoojl.
with Local Applications, as they cannot reach j
a blooil or
Superintendent of Schools—Alton C. « heeler. the real of the disease. Catarrh Is
Moderator—L. H. Blsbee.
Clerk— L. B. Heald.
Selectmen—S. F. Stetson, C. H. Bonney, 0.11.
Harrows.
Treasurer—George A. Chandler.
Collector anil Constable—F. J. Brown.
S S. Committee—L. Β. Heald, P. W. Blsbee, K.
G. Stephens.
Superintendent of Schoole—W 11. Eastman.

with pure lead and linseed oil, good
Price, 10 cents, any
color.

two new lines

have

we

bankruptcy.

Hall. M or.

South ParlaCounctl.
Tuesday

NoO10. màu7tNG^Ây R.

evening.

nast

Imperial

of White Waists, and our Spring
You will need a heavy
line of Wrappers of Print and Percale.
Our
warm.
White Waist for the Spring weather before it gets real
Mercerized Madras ones are just what you want.
This week

G

°L®J®h,®'"J""so* 'm? meets

°'\v!CR. cî—Heete in New G.

a

Imperial
half-pint

and durable.

tireless, little workers—Dr. King's Ne ft

^

s^^MW»ràe^^T«^aaVEv«n.ng

",1?nt.h.'r

Ready

Only 25c.

y

full moon.

fourth Saturday»

^

MORE SPRING GOODS 1

at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'i
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, No:
Arch Chapter,
on or way.
a
Wwneway Evening,
ϋ u. à 8. M.,

Hall*

ι^νΛΒιΐΐΓβΜ1» «°"°κ ·""

j hearing.

...

corresponding secretaries,

a.

The hearing on the bill autliorizinj
the South Paris Village Corporation tc
establish a lighting plant was opened ai
the state house at Augusta Thursday
afternoon about 2:30, before the Lega
Affairs committee to which it was re
ferred. The bill has excited considerable comment, and the committee room
was well filled throughout the entirt

It was voted that we pass over the
election of a road commissioner, and
that the care of the roads for the ensuing
president.
year be left with the selectmen. When
International Bazar next Wednesday this was put to vote, a chorus of
March
11
and
12.
ind Thursday,
"ayes" went up, with not a single no.
Tickets will boon sale at Parlin's drug It was moved that the selectmen be in>tore Saturday morning at 9 o'clock. structed to
appoint a road agent in each
Kor full information see posters.
of the old road districts, but after a
The next session of the Maine Con- short discussion this was defeated.
I'nder article 5 it was voted to elect
ference of the Methodist
Episcopal
Church will be held at Bridgton, com- the superintendent of schools by ballot,
as
this testimony.
mencing Wednesday, April 13, Bishop and a ballot was taken, resulting
The petitioners having rested here,
E. G. Andrews of New York presiding. follows:
203 Mr. Heath
Whole number of ballots,
opened the case for the Ox102
Rev. William Moore of Kennebunk- Necessary to a choice
ford Light Co. Ile called Hon. (ioorge
203
Alton C. Wheeler,
port will preach at the Methodist church
E. Macomber to testify to the excellence
Mr. Moore is
next Sabbath morning.
At this point Mr. Wheeler rose and ex- of the
plant, the unusually good quality
engaged in temperance work and repre- plained that Article 24, relative to in- of the service, and the poverty of the
sents the order of Sous ,.f Temperance. crease of school room at South Paris,
which does not pay much
His text next Sabbath morning will be was inserted by the school committee organization,
Ile
more than the interest on its debt.
Matt. 9:9—"He saw a man."
near the end of the warrant, because a
offered to sell the entire plant to the
Eli J. Swan. Supreme Deputy of the blank was left there by the selectmen, South Paris Village Corporation, but
Ν' E. O. P., speut Sunday with his and not with auy idea of bringing action failed to make it clear just why lie
familv. The past few weeks he has been upiMS it late in the day; and in order to thought South Paris wanted a plant that
located in Bath where he has met with give opportunity for full discussion, he even under his experienced financiering,
I he moved that Article 24 be taken up at 1:30. is an elephant on the hands of certain
marked success in lodge work.
order is fortunate in securing the services It was so voted, with some enthusiasm. distinguished gentlemen of the state.
Appropriations for the ensuing year
W. J. Jones, formerly superintendent
of so valuable a person.
were made as follows, under the several of the Oxford
Light Co., was called byAdvertised letters iu South Paris post articles in the warrant:
Mr. Heath and testified to various minor
office March 2:
1 1 ,"00 00
Free high school
previously touched upon.
Common schools,....
3,44."» 00 points witnesses were cross-examined
Mrs. Marlon B. Aliliott.
These
500 00
School books
Ml.·»* l>ora L. Hritcji*.
5J5oo
some
at
School house repairs,
λ lilt· M. \V (littler.
length by Mr. Wright. At this
75 00
«school Insuiance, etc
Mr. AnhteSwan.
though the hearing was only about
point,
00
ami
-•uiiitort
of
1,200
Insane,
Murk Matt, i
poor
the hour was late, and
1,200 00 half concluded,
Town officers' bills,....
K'lwurl Uol<!en.
643 40 some of the committee having engageMr. A. M. I>aο le Is.
Deficiency In last year's roa'l repairs,..
123 12 ments for the
Dellolerc'- In last year's snow bills
evening, it was decided to
2,500 00
A large number partook of the supper Snow bills of present winter,
to Tuesday, March
3,500 oo adjourn the hearing
served at the Methodist vestry Thursday Hoail* an«l bridges,......
2.000 OO 3. at 2 p. m., when it will be concluded.
wn "lebt ami Interest,
re-set T
to
was
and
it
necessary
1000oo
evening,
Miscellaneous bills,
40 00
the tables a second time. The pro- Memorial Day,
Norway Town Meeting.
folgramme of the entertainment which
the
it
was
moved
that
Wilson
violin
Norway elected the Republican candiJudge
lowed was short, consisting of
that the municipal dates for town officers Monday, in the
solos by Miss Grace Dean ami Miss Sara .«fuse of the towu
The
officers be instructed not to exceed the largest annual meeting for years.
Swett, readings by Frank L. Starbird, !
for any purpose.
vote for the several candidates was as
Miss Kuth Stuart and Miss Jt-nnie Skill- amount appropriated
C'apt. Bolster advocated a contingent follows:
icgs, and a song by Mrs. Maurice Xoyes.
fund.
Republican ticket:
School
Normal
345
The
Fartniugton
Judge Wilson spoke further in sup- A. ·'. Stearne. selectman,
weeks'
two
for
the
home
at
Κ.
K. Witt, selectman
are
students
jjM
of his motion.
port
F. L. Mlllett. selectman
»;·>
As has been mentioned in
vacation.
The motion was carried.
™
J. O. Crooker, «cent
ΛΛ
these columns, Miss Susie Porter has
At 12 o'clock the meeting suspended .1. A. Roberts S S. committee
rharles I'. Barnee, superintendent of ecboole, 44<
the valedictory in this year's graduating for mie hour for dinner.
W. Locke, trumt oflleer,
|
J'1'·
class, and Miss Lucelia Crockett also
Soon after 1 o'clock business was re- (ieoriic
3tiΕ. K. Smith, library trustee,
has an essay. As the list of graduating sumed.
of note
Citizens' ticket:
It was voted to charge interest on all
parts is a short one, it is worthy
887 I
that two of them come to South Paris unpaid taxes, after Jan. 1, l'.KM, at the l>. s. Sanborn, selectman,
H. M. .tackson, selectman,
Miss I.uella Hayden, who is rate of ϋ per cent.
girls.
Κ P. Towne, selectman,
Voted to allow discount on taxes as \V. F Jones, agent
teaching there, is here for a visit.
33follows: Three per cent before June 1, ! W. F. Jones, S. 8. committee, of
15·schools,
W. I,. Sanborn, superintendent
two per cent before Aug. 1, audi peri
1<5
Biscoe C. E. Society,
harle* W IMnsmore, truant ollicer,
205
1.
Nov.
cent
before
trustee,
Λ.
C.
library
Stephens,
The C. E. Society of the liiscoe Disλ oteil to instruct the school committrict observed its tirst anniversary SaturA. S. Kimball, moderator, C. G. Main the Tubbs,
schools
to
maintain
tee
recclerk, H. J. Bangs, treasurer, and
day night. Feb. 14. The following
and Whitte- son,
ord of the year was written and read by Biscoe, Forbes, Partridge
Win.
C. Leavitt. member of library trusAction in regard
more school houses.
the recording secretary:
were elected without opposition.
tees.
to the Hall, Bolster and Snow's Falls
The Mission C. E. Society of Biscoe
Whole number of votes cast 042.
until after the South
was deferred
District was formed Feb. 14. 1002, with Paris school house
!
«liswas
question
Town Elections.
twenty-five active members and eighteen
of.
associate members, making in all forty- posed
to
relative
article
the
Article
proJ4,
MOKWAT.
three charter members.
additional school room in South
Moderator— Λ. S. Kimball.
This society consisted of live officers, viding
»
was then taken up.
Mason.
U.
Clerk—C.
aud
Paris,
president, vice-president, recording
to repair and 1 Selectmen—A. J. Stearns, E. E. Witt, r. L.
The lirst

and

°3&i.?«aV ,K »» ssa
Preaching'ei^ce.lO-W
»«.
SSJiSSE ESS "S;

PAINT!

,

P. A. Danforth of LaGrange, Ga., si
fered for six months with a frightf ill
running sore on his leg; but writes th
I have put in 37 color· of
Bucklen's Arnica Salve wholly cured
Mixed Paint in
in five days. For Ulcers, Wounds, Pile s,
it's the best salvo in the world. Cu
is one' of the
The
cans.
guaranteed. Only 25 cts. Sold by ; most standard
and is made
Paints,
Pari
&
South
A. Shurtleff
Co.,

ttgg-I■· A-(J J Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Church, to.

THURSDAY.—HEARING NOT COMPLET
ED AND ADJOURNED TILL TUESDAY

Hon. James S. Wright opened the ease
and presented a com] for the petitioners, the
development oi
plete history of
monopoly lighting in the villages oi
Norway and South Paris. He then outlined the case of the petitioners, and
stated that they would show, not only
that the lights furnished by the Oxford
Light Co. had been unsatisfactory in
point of service in previous years, but
that the proposed schedule of prices was
higher than in other towns similarly
situated.
The first witness called was X. D.
Bolster, who testified that the prices
were from 20 to 25 per cent higher than
in other towns. Mr. Bolster presented
the various
an extensive tabulation of
rates as reported by various companies
doing business throughout the state.
He was cross-examined somewhat by
Hon. Herbert M. Health of Augusta, attorney for the Oxford Light Co.
Clayton K. Brooks was the next witHe testified to the extreme varianess.
tions in the rate paid by different consumers, ranging from 38 cents to 75 cents
per month for a Κί-candle-power light.
He spoke also of the inefficiency of the
service.
Alton C. Wheeler, being called next,
testified to the report of IL T. Sands,
superintendent of the Lewiston and
Auburn Electric Light Co., who had
prepared extensive estimates on the
As secretary
situation at South Paris.
of the committee appointed by the corporation to investigate the lighting
situation, Mr. Wheeler presented further
a computation, based upon the estimates
of Mr. Sands and upon the present
revenue received by the Oxford Light
Co. from South Paris, which showed
that the entire indebtedness contracted
by the installation of a municipal lighting plant would be paid up, free and
clear, in ten and one-half years, in the
natural course of events.
Walter L. Gray was the next to testify,
and spoke of the general inefficiency of
the street lights. S. P. Maxim and A.
C. 'Γ. King testified in corroboration of

|0,Soc^

^

Me0;
ihuredaj

ΜΛ *·,

?··β TVJm— ^evcn

"good slipping," brought peopl*
the Paris town meeting in goo<
numbers, all sections of the town having "Summary of the evidence given be
a good representation.
FOKE THE LEGAL AFFA1K3 COMMITTE1

called to ordei
( M
meeting
Miss Eunice Fobee is at home froi 11
j'ai "·
promptly by Town Clerk Wheeler, win
her teaching at Cornish for the vacatioi
read the warrant.
CHvicm
J. A. Hardv is very si *k. Mrs.
lion. James S. Wright was chosen
Rev. W. Ε
yir»l Congregational Church.
Hard)
Preaching services, 10:♦ k who has been quite sick, has recovereii ] moderator, receiving 35
v. i>. p., lastor.
K.
ballots, the
Y
12
School
1
p.
m.;
Sunday
;
m ïn
whole number cast. Mr. Wright thankMr. and Mrs. Wm. P. Morton entei
\ Κ at·; Ρ *·;Church prayer meeting oi
ν
ed the voters for their confidence, and
i,v
veuing at 7:30 o'clock. All, not other tained two tables at whist
Wednesda, f took the chair.
i
onnected. are cordially Invite»!.
evening.
n-t Church, Kev. Δ. W. Pottle, Pastor
M
Voted to accept the report of the se;
λ ν, morning prayer
mating. 9:30 a
Miss Annie Stinchtield of Portlan« j lectmen and superintendent of schools,
in»· service 10:45 A. Ji.; Sabbath Schoo
J h worth League Meeting, 6:15 p. M. has been visiting Miss Jessie C. Tolma;
The report on the Crocker and Bray
in< vraycr meeting 7 Ρ· *·ί H*Jïer
funds was made by Town Treasure!
for a few days.
evening; class meeting.» rlday evening
Frank A. Shurtleff and the report wa*
.vurvh, Kev. H. S. Plnkhani, Pastor
Mrs.
A.
J.
Penley, who has beei accepted.
..reaching service 10:45 a. *.; Sab
ill
with
u.
p.
nerve
seriously
ϊ· μ. ρ raver meeting 7:00
inflammation, i <
The meeting then proceeded to the
·:t ng Tue*I*V evening.
slowly recovering.
election of town officers.
-.ι St Church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor
λ
Mr.
and Mrs. G. C. Pratt are quit ;
For town clerk the ballot resulted:
rvlee every Sunday at : :30 p. M.. It
Sun lay School at 3 JO P. M.
comfortable, although Mrs. Pratt use 1 Whole number of ballots,
V··* IU
63
her right arm with difficulty.
M
Necessary to a choice,
STATKD MKITOOS.
63
William J. Wheeler,
Mr. Heidner of Springfield, Mass.
m
M.-Parle Lo<lge, No. i*4. Reeulai
A ν
First selectman:
»·■* ruesdav evening on or before full moon who travels for the 1'aris Manufacturing
? -Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
Co., was here a few days hist week.
Whole numlter of ballots,
tv evening of each week.—Aurora
ÛJ3
Necessary to a choice,
nt.'tirst and third Mon.lay evenings
F. B.
lost another horse

Fogg

cnuKcnES.

N.ntn^Katlon^
Church^R^v^B.^
«ervice
I'reachlny

"•«•«.«'I <
RMwut, t'uator
10:40 A. m.; Sabbath Schoo
l'rayer Meeting 6

were
out to

The

IT SAVED HIS LEG.

NORWAY.

The treasurer was authorized to mak
I such temporary loans as may be necei

New School House for South Paria

or

^

φ

cost.

Men's Winter Overshirts 39 to 75c.

Worth 50c. to

Take advantage of this sale and grow rich
We shall be
what

we are

pleased

to see

you during

at our

$1.00.

expense.

this sale and show you

doing.

Agents

for the

Celebrated Queen Quality

Ladies' Boots.

J. F. Plummer,

clothier & furnisher,

Maine.
31 Market Square, South Paris,

Now is the Time to

ROBE.

Buy

a

Prices.
I shall close out my stock of Winter Robes at Reduced

JAMES N. FAVOR, !&°sFs^UCKER
Maine.
Ol Main St.,

Norway,

OASTORIAwrtamoKi»
TIi KUYm Urn Alius Biufki

β««λ.

«

ÎBEECHAM-S

BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS;
HEADACHE.

CONSTIPATION,
WEAK STOMACH,

IMPAIRED DIGESTION,

ί

and

)

[
)Di»east.*(

Sold everywhere, in box.-s, at 10 cents an.l ^ outs
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The rontervatorjr

DO YOU WANT IT?

I

VV//1L

WE

AKK

NKVEB OUT.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
and
its
world,
pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1S53 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers «Jfc Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
there have
servatory has expanded
gradually been acqui-ed 208 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of *i99.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be haidlv possible
than 20 years' continued pa«.rorage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

SON,

WALKER &

\. W

HAKIM, ME.

MOUTH

Ice, Cual, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand. «&c.

|

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Forbe·, South Paris. I

PHOTOGRAPHIC

k

mxin,

p.

w.

X

SUPPLIES !

tljtiti Ml., South
Mall onlere

promptly filled.

1. What Nelly's valentine said.
Good advice.

2.

No. 18_Riddle.
I'm salted and placed before company;
I'm shaped like the eye of the heathen
Chinee.

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

No.

Agent,
County, Me.

W. J. WIIEKLER,
South Paris. Oxford

Ε

ne.

Pari*.

Λ

19
ο

ο

Heart Paul·.
0

O

0

0
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80 YEARS'
"EXPERIENCE

0000000000
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Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac. 1
Λ·τ.>ηί» »ρη.Ι1νι{ λ «ko'oh ,ακ! «îescriptlon nia*
qni'H1·· .tsrvrtam our opinion free whether ail I

uiremi η ι» probable p.Uentnbta. Ci itimanlmttori» :rictlr «·■·?·.tlticnt. il. Handbook on Patenta
Mnt frML OW '*t Mwq brienitwiMM
Pv. •tifs î.ikt'M thr««Uk*h Bîu; *i à C'o. recelTe
9p* ·i<U t.wifhottft cbMTve. lu the

I

Scieitiific Hmcrican.

POltTLA.M»

mvisiox.

PUBTLAXD AXI» BOSTOS U.1£.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
To Sea t'oaat ami luterior Keaurt· of
Mew Kuglaud.
Steamer» leave Kranklln Wharf, Portland, ami
iti'tla Wharf, Hoston, 'lallv, except Sunday, at
? KM P. H.
Through ticket* l»sued and baggage checked
for New York, Philadelphia anil Washington
via all rail an<l Sound Unes.
Freight rates always as low ai» other Une».
All freight via this line Insure ! against lire
an·! marine risk.
J. F.
Liscohb, Agent, Kranklln Wharf,
Portland.
A. H. Hasscom. (i. P. A T. A.
Calvin Austin, Vice Pres't A Gen'l Manager.

General

"Painkiller

will not have any substitute, for I
hate u.Mrd it my lather used it, and there
is no substitute as good.
Sold everywhere. 35c. and 50c. bottles.

who

are

boys

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
ness.

an

to learn the shoe busi-

opportuuity

Good

open

are

to

our

Interest»

In Oxford an'l accent counties.
Salary
commission. Address
Τ H Κ VICTOR OIL COMPANY.
Cleveland. Ohio

or

offices, Poster's Wharf, Boston, Mas».

Hundreds of Children and adulte
have worms i.ut are treated for
The symptoms
other diseases.
are:—Indirection, with a' variable
appetite; foul tongue; offensive
breath; hard and full belly with occasional griping» and painsat>out
the navel; eves heavy and dull;
itching of the nose; short, dry
cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often iu children, convulsions.

TRUE'S
PIN WORM

I* the I»·** worm remedy
been
il.·.· 1 Hi 1, IH nur·
ill il*··
YeuetaNe.tianuΙμ» ιικΙιΊΜβϋ. Wiier» uowonimart'prvs••nt itii iciMTonic,nnil cotm-tsthe condition of the mucous membrane of tiie ilomactiaiid bowel*. A j*witivecure for Ootisti(xMioimn.t l(ilious»e**.an<la valuable remedy in all tlie common complaint* of childt-n. I'rteeSii-ts. Ask yourdruirgK font.
I»r. J. Ι". ΤΚΓΕΛ CO., Auburn. Me.
Special irvaiaieulforT«i>« Wuraii. Kr< ν p»m|.bl«t.

For the Examination of the

WaoiaonaJier's

S

the ottice of

Beginning

would refuse to let ko of a dollar if they kuew positively that
it would brius back two is as-

RICHARDS

«ζ>0Τv'fo

tonishing. Such men merely exist. They don't live. They never
really amount to anythinjr.

<xmL

The meu who win are the men
who think out the riyht course
to pursue and theu back up their

3o

00Π get constipated.

The first soods John Wanamaker ever sold brought him
J3S. He delivered his goods
He colIn a wheelbarrow.
lected the {35 and went directly to a newspaper office
and planked it down for advert ielng space.

Some meu
some

but do take

"L. F."

They would

wheelbarrow merchants today.—Shoe and Leather

Nasal

DOTARBH

Facts.

K'Mimikrr were dolnic
bnalnea* here, he would ad-

* th«re
11 till iu
L ,;i be cleiuuuiesa.

If

L'.y's Crccm Dal m

vertise In thla paper.

!ean.<es, sootbes ar.d iictle
li·.· discard membra:.e.
Uuuj catarrh and drives
Λ Cold ic ti.e ù--:.ù

way

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

uickly.

Crt.ua Saint is placed Into the noetrlli, spreads
r the tueu'jr&ce and is absorbed. Belief is imk iuto ai.;', ft cure follows.
It is not drying—doe·
>t ; roducc sneezing. Large Size, 00 eents et Drug-

\

by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mall.
LLY liKOTUKKS, 9β Warren Street. New York
or

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

I have

E. W.

Sts.,

If la want of any kind of Flnlafc for Inelde or
OuttMe work, eend In your order·. Pine Lam
ber and Shingle· on hand Cheap for Cub.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Uard Wood Floor Board· tor sale.

E.

W.

Weal Sumner

One second hand Dyer Λ Hughes, six
tave, walnut caso, never been hurt,
at cost #120, for 63.

of any

Also Window & Door Frames.

CHANDLER,

Mala·

$1H5.

One second hand Estey organ at South
iris, almost new, for Hi
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
jps, in nice condition, for φ45·

Builders' Finish I
WINDOWS

new

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
jw, for I'iOO, worth $250.
One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
alnut case, for •S30, worth *300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumrd Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
eat trade.

CHANDLER,

1 will furnUh DOOK3 and
SUe or Style at reaacnable price·.

large stock of

1 have une Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano,
octave, almost new

MAINE.

NORWAY,

a

use.
>r

Corner Main and Danforth

I

Greek.

Snowstorm.

One second band square piano, a nice
worth $140.
e, for 11S,
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

V. J.

Wheeler,

ULLUKM

»nth Paris,

BLOCK,

COLD

FOR

THREE

morning
trouble," said the old

ΙιΟΙΙΐυμ

UilUit'B

nu

UU«1I

auu

Beantlfnl TnrquniNP.
The turquoise is considered as a talis·
It premail in Persia, its native soil.
and
serves its possessor from accidents
The
insures constancy in affections.
value of the turquoise depends on its
shade and its size, especially its thickto the
ness. Those classed as belonging
old rock ape valued very highly. Emblem of youth, of sentiment and tender
the turquoise may be

creek bank.
"Yes, it's contagious, all right," said
four
the man who had been fishing
hours without a nibble, "but not ketchln'."—Baltimore American.

No man is a failure because he says
The failure comes
what he thinks.
when u man thinks of the wrong thing
to say.—Boston Christian Register.

Boy.- "I got two lickings toone from pa and one from ma."

Small

team."

are

a

and twistings and turnings until it sits
itself up, there will be no danger of
bones uot having had time to strengthen
duly, nor of weak muscles throwing
back on to bones; no danger of thus early
of bent backs,
| beginning the tragedies
pinched chests, feeble breathing, general
weakness and liability to disease with
the eating. 2. Hunger is the best sauce.
that pathetic lack of youthful exuberance
3. Small leaks sink large ships. 4. Lit-1 and
baby joyousness so common among
tie boats should keep near the shore. 5. frail children.
Love
work.
Û.
make
hands
light
Many
Âmong baby exercises preparatory to
laughs at locksmiths. 7. Haste makes babies "sitting themselves up" are many
waste.
amusing ones. Lay the baby Hat on its
and coax
Puzzle:
No.
12.—Picture
Rocking back, hold the little feet down,
baby to pull up by holding to one of
chair.
Gradually give less and
your fingers.
No. 13.—Charades: I. Richard Hardless pulling help of your linger; then,
Hard(dingi without finger, let baby pull itself up
Rlch(hard)
ing Davis.
Dave (Dav)is. II. Dust-pan.
with arms straight down at sides or outΝα 14.—Word Building: 1. Master. | stretched or upstretched. This is good
steam, trams, teams, meats, mates, etreugthening of the muscles forming
tames, marts, tamer, smart, stare, the front wall of the body.
For strengthening the back muscles,
tears, reams, same, star, stem, seam,
lay the baby fiat on its stomach, with the
sear, seat, tear, tare, ream, rest, mast,
front of the body hanging off a support.
2. Stop,
mare—and probably more.
Hold the little feet down and the arms
tops, pots. post. 3. Levi, vile, veil, evil. outstretched, and coax the up-pulling of
4. Verse, serve, sever.
the body by the back muscles, with help
No. 15.—Syncopations: Du-s-ty. St-o-| it first, and finally without help. With
children old enough, swimming moveop. Mo-n-th. Po-i-se.
ments of the arms may be introduced
STOPS THE COUGH
for increasing time-endurance.
In all exercise care should be taken to
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
and expansion,
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure j keep good chest position
and full.
cold Ln one day. No Cure, no Pay. ind to keep the breathing deep
Γο this end avoid exercises and arm po*1100 25 centa.
positions that tend to chest-contraction.
Presuming upon a short acquaintance The side-stretching of the arms with
he youth in the chair addressed the backward swing and full circling from
ihe shoulder are excellent. In all work
roman barber by her first name. Where;he arms should be kept far apart, to alipon she haughtily cut him.
ow free uplift and expansion of the

bj

Editor—"You haven't mentioned th·
rid eg room's name in this wedding re>rt of yonrs."
Reporter—"Oh, yes, I
»ve.
I've got him down among thus·
resent."

remedy

ou

«very

uox

of the

Bron^'Quinine
colrt
that
curu.i

n

νη

day

Whole Wheat Food.
If you wish a delicious breakfast food
t hat is honestly wholesome and nourishj ag buy some new winter wheat, says
▲ household necessity—Dr. Thoma»' ; ] lary Dow Buzzelle. Wash it and dry it
Heals .burns,
slectrio
Oil.
cutsf i α an open oven, grind it in a coffee mill,
ounds of any sort; cures sore throat, ! c ook all day in a double boiler, using
e he cup of wheat to two or three of
oup, catarrh, asthma; noter fails.
1 n rater and one dessertspoonful of salt,
the
be·?
hear
a nd when it is thoroughly reheated for
Bridget, did you
98 sum.
Why didn't you go to tto* t lie next morning's breakfast and eaten
d< tor, then? Sure, mum, I'm not expect»'v rith creamy milk (but without sugar) if
yone. It must be somebody to em y ou do not at once become a devotee of
:
u.
t îe good, honest dish it will be aurpris1
Jj
"A dose in time savee lives." Dr.
A little blueing added to the water in
ood's Norway Pine Syrup; nature'»
is rinsed will enhance |
medy for coughs, colds, pulmonary ψ hich the glass
ι
t 10 brilliancy of the crystal."
leases of every sort.

State

ve.

ONE

JUSTICE,

$ II St

James A. Bsrchard
Henry M. Osgood

1" 45

MITTIMUS8ES.

State

ve.

Edward ft. Peter
•■Jeo. W. Morey
•Toe Poland
•I. II. Twaddle

ί

Jeweler and Graduate

RAW OR INFLAMED LUNGS
Yield rapidly to the wonderful curative
and healing qualities of Foley's Honey
and Tar. It prevents pneumonia and
consumption from a hard cold settled on
the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

......

OCULIST,
NOTICE.

JOHN B. PIKE.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed admlnlUra(or of the
AVOS BLA7.0,
Porter,
In tho County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
ileslred to present the same for settlement, ami
itll Indebted thereto are requested to n ake payment Immediately.
SAMUEL C. l'.LAZO.
Feb. 17th, 1903.

deep-seated
COUGHS.
COLDS.
CR.OUP.

will positively cure

"I owe my whole life to Burdock
1 Mood Bitters. Scrofulous eores covered
I seemed beyond cure. Β. I
ι ny body.
J t. B. has made me a perfectly well
1 roman."—Mrs. Chas.
Hutton, Berville,
I lich.

I

A ZBc. Bottle lor a Simple Cold.
A 60c. Bottle tor η Heavy Cold.
A f 1.00 Bottle lor * Deep-seated Cough.
■fe
Sold by all DrnggieU.

J. WALDO

JK

Oonneotion.

I

glvtes notice that ho has
administrator

NORWAY.'

NOTICE.

a

fuel.

week at

ROMOC
THE MEDICINE MADE
FROM A ROCK
CURES

RHEUMATI
NERVOUSN
BLOOD DISEASE

Satsfima Interior [nails
better than paint.

are

They work

easy, make

face, and any

one

of the

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ias been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
LI'CIUS C. BATES, late of Sumner,
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
>onde as the lair directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make passent Immediately.
reb. 17th, 1908.
LEWIS C. BATES.

can

a

smooth sur-

apply them

to

inside woodwork, pan-.
Many
tries, kitchens and furniture.
beautiful tints. The surface is nonand
cau
be
ahsorhent
kept bright and !
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

walls, ceilings,

Don't pay fancy prlcee when
furnish you "Satauma Interior

\our

dealer will

KnauieV at the !

onllnury paint.
"How to
FRKK Color card and our booklet.
Itelurnlsli the Home Without lluylng New Fur-1

«aine

price

ait

Made by Heath &

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Chicago.
Also Floor 1'aiut, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Varnish, Muralo, «Sc.,
Masury's liai 1 load and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM ii SON,

ΟΓΤΙ!

WAItR.

ΡΛΪΙΙ*.

Farmers'
Attention !

Don't fail

to see the

Oeering Ideal Mower,
Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

JANE E. LUST, late of Parle.

NASH,

MA80NI0 BLOCK,

late of

In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
lx>nds as the law directs. All persons having
ilemands against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto arc rcqueste»' to make payment Immediately.
EDWARD B. LUNT.
Feb. 17th, 1008.

Licensed Taxidermist,
folephon·

19,

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

NOTICE.

saves

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

nlturc."

Norway, Thursday, March

The subscriber horeby
been
duly appointed
estate of

patent revertable flue

50 ets. down and. 50 cts.

$10,311,40:164
12,226 88

TENNEY,

estate of

"I can't imagine how you can dislike
vork; to me it's real enjoyment," said
ι he father to hie lazy son. "Yes, father,"
vas the guileless response; "but I don't
<
rant to give myself up wholly to pleasire."

with the

Admitted

Feb. 17th, 1003.

LUNG
BALSAM

RANGE

735,290 It'.
88,845 98
176,510 31

MONROE BOYNTON, late of Hiram,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonde as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
mont Immediately.

ALLEN'S

Quaker Home

A

IS.OftMO

In

NORWAY, MAINE,

Master Pickles—"I think that if I
went out of the room Mr. Spooner would
icies you, Ada!" Miss Pickles (sternly)
"Leave the room this instant, you im-

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years.

8,667,826 «κ»
118.1,011 40

................

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

CASTORIA

Tie KM You Have Always Bought

* 15,000 no

onice Hours: 10.30 A. M. to 8 r. M.
Eyti Kxaiiiineil Free.

iiuxtor

GENUINE

INDIGESTION

31, 11102.

Ileal Estate
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bond*
Cash In Olllce and Hank,
Agents' Balances,
Intei est and Rents
Uncollected Premiums,...

Elm House,

Optician.

Stomach
Friend·
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

OF NEW VoitK.

WILL BE AT

HILLS,

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
Syrups.
and
Soothing
goric, Drops
nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
It destroys Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee.
cures Diarrhoea and Wind
It
Feverishness.
and allays
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural sleep.
and Bowels, giving healthy and

Carl Schrazer
Alfred ISonhoscr,
Joe sherldan
FitiI jkitssell,
I leifTV Tib bette
Dan Damon,
GEOKGR M. ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford Couutv

DR.

"Is this the cracked wheat, Jane?"
"I dun know, mum. 1 ain't looked at it
or tetched it; an' if it's cracked it wuz
cracked afore I come here."

What is CASTORIA

1 74
1 74
1<>31
7 til
Ci
9 85
9 85
10 95
14 M
in 70
lu 70
62
1 74
12 11
1295
10 70
7 41
1 74
1 74
!» 45
10 70
174
1 74
1 74
12 35
8 60
10 95
8 CO

Co., Agents,

DAY

Hopeful Hawkins—"De leddy next
loor gave me some angel cake. Couldn't j
ou help me a little?" Mrs. Stoneheart—
'Sure. The dootor lives at the second
c oor three blooki down."

TRIAL

$10,31»,17676
Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1002.
betes.
Net unpaid losses
$ 51.1,242 »'·8
Unearned Premiums
3,715,22 >74
Mr. L. T. Wilson, sallmaker on Market All other
liabilities,....
31*4,827 46
constreet, rortmouth. X. U., says: "I mo
affected
which
cold
bad
tracted α very
>8
$
Total,
4,623,295
In the loins and In the upper part of the Cash Capital
1,(WO,(100 00
some
chest, causlnj; distressing lameness.
88
over all liabilities
4,095,889
Surplus
urinary difficulty and I wns quite stiffened
about
up. As I had rend considerable
Total liabilities and surplus
76
$10,319,176
s
Doan's Kidney I'llls I went to Phllbrlck
went to the
pharmacy and got a box. They
Wheeler
&
W.
J,
of
spot at once, and I did not use but part
the box before I was quite over my trouble.
South Paris, Maine.
I pave the balance of my box to a friend,
and there was plenty to cure him, although neither of us are very lightweights.
I am prepared from my personal experience
and from their effects on others to highly
recommend Ι)οαη'β Kidney Pills. You cau
refer to me."
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents. Foe·
ter-Miiburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
AUSTIN

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove'a signature
fails to cure.
26c.
on each box.

j]

BEFORE ALBERT BENNETT,
GILEAI>.

ASSETS DEC.

bring new life and activity, remove
the pain and cure the cause, from
common backache to dangerous dia-

In good-sitting poise baby has great
oy in bending and rolling its trunk and
iead forward and back and at the sides,
ind finally all the way around, to stretch
pertinent boy!"
ind limber and strengthen its eager titthe
le neck and waist muscles. All of
La grippe coughs yield quickly to the
,rm
stretchings, slowly and without wonderful curative qualities of Foley's
is
if
the
chest
here
erks, are helpful
tioney and Tar. There is nothing else
:ept always in the lead of good position. 'just as good." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
-Woman's Home Companion.
( )rin
Stevens, Oxford.
A Real

ve

Joseph Nllee,....................
Frank Koy
James llarnev,
Martin Hentherscr

Kidney Pills

genuine

Mr. Meekly—"Our neighbor's son is
always thrashing my boy. What shall I
do about it?" Lawyer—"Teach your boy
how to fight. Ten dollars, please."

CURE A COLD IN

State

John ltrennan
James I'lxon
James Rarctiard,
Janice Dunbar

Doan's

That Tormenting Cold that made you
wretched last winter will not come back
if you take Allen's Lung Balsam when
your throat is raw and sore. This admirable remedy is free from opium.
Take it in time.

TO

MEKRITT PARSONS, TllIAL JUSTICE,
BUCKFIELU.
Geo. K. MrKenney
$ 4 (Ή
22 58
Geo. F. McKtnney,
<> 99
I utox. liquor
H HI
Intox, liquor,
«'··'·>
Intox, liquor,

BEFOKE

That "played eut"—"done up" feeling makes life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and uriaary troubles, pais·
foi aud annoying.

Tablet*
one

8 90
11'<>
1
M 20
ISO"
1·' 02
* 90
1118

Krcil Parrance
Carl Schrazer
Edward St. Peter

Out.

"What do you think is the most extraordinary invention of the age?" "The
phonograph," answered Mr. Meekton,
promptly; "the way that machine stands
and talks back to Henrietta positively
takes my breath away."

Hives are a terrible torment to the lit· .'best.
le folks, and to some older onee. Easily j
One prime requisite to full, free
ured. Doan's Ointment never fails, growth is freedom from the bondage of
astant relief, permanent cure.
At any I mtgrown, narrow-chested, narrow-backid, tight-sleeved garments. Many faults
rug store, 50 cents.
)f development have been caused by the
Miss Antique—"He said I affected j lifficulties of cramping clothing.

j

signature is

Laxative

I 13 14

Geo. W. Morey
Alfred Bonho»er,

Malthln Hentbereer
James Dunbar,
Joseph Mies
Bert M.Tripp

Played

voted a total failure." "I am surprised!" "You needn't be; there wasn't
a pie or beau on the banquet table."

This

ve.

John Estes,
Mlcliae'Carney
Timothy Holllian
Martin Turney
Kdward Flnnlgan
Erncet Flnnlgan,
lanerls Collvnan,
Lancrls Collgnun
Fred l'arrance,
George Coffren,

was

<8

BEKOKK NORWAY MUNICIPAL CUL'HT,
il. C. DAVIH, JUliUE.
NORWAY.

spanking

Old Gontleman—"So you think my
daughter loves you, sir, and you wish to
marry her?" Dudleigh—"That's what I
called to see you about. Is there any
insanity in your family?" Old Gentleman—"No sir! And there's not going to
be any."

Ν χ 10.—Insertions:
5.
4. Ac-h-es.
Pa-l-ns.
3. Vi-c-es.
8.
& Ch-e-at.
7. So-l-ar.
Spain.
Ho-m-ee.
No. 1L—Proverb Square: Read from
lower right corner horizontally to tbe
left. 1. Tbe proof of the pudding is in

Henry Tibbetts,

State

—

%

liquor

ContiiKiouN Only.
"This fishin' fever seems to be contagious," said the stranger, noting the
the
long row of anglers perched upon

b Um For Over 30 Year».
The Kind You Hare Always Bought

day,
Big Boy.—"Yes, they

lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
Iutox. liquor
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor,
lntox. liquor,
John Brennan
James blxon
Patrick Hlgglns
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor

The

recollections,
called the forget-me-not of stones.

8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
7 4»
8 61
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
9 69
7 53
8 27
969
9 69
8 61
9 69
9 69
9 69
9 69
9 69
9 69
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 61
8 61
8 61
8 61
8 til
1838
20 30
6 17
9 67
8 73
8 61
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 61
8 73
3 71
7 42
8 42
9 ou
4 40
4 4"
Λ
4 40
4 40
4 40
4 52
4 40
4 s7
4 60
7 42

Edward Flnnlgan,
lntox. liquor

would eut it.

££

niicau

supposed

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
of
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy·
*4taSy/, /-cctcAlM Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
"
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good
health of
the
and endanger
with
trifle
that
Experiments
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment·

8^3

r

Intox, liquor,
1 ntox. liquor,
Claud Kelley,
Martin Turnay,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox. I'quor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Iutox. liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor
Intox, liquor
lntox. liquor,
M argarei M use
Margnret Muse
Margaret Muse

woman.

that certain women can
the dough to multiply itself. On
the coast of the channel the dough is
adjured to imitate the leaven, the miller and the baker and to rise.
The oven is a sacred object and connected with crowds of superstitions.
The oven is dedicated, with ceremonies. In certain places in Brittany the
wood is watered with blessed water.
Bread must not be cooked on certain
days, as on Iloly Friday or during the
night of All Saints, when the ghosts
It is

9 22.
SOI
4 52
4 40
4 40
4 72
4 40
fr <5
1197
11'•'7
11 !,7
10 33
9»;9
96Ί
8 85
8 85
#61
Ι· #6
8 01
4 52
13 fil
9 >9
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 73
8 25
8 73
8 73
8 73

Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox. Ilotior,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor

cause

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
ly resigned.
If a baby is kept free to breathe and but never follows the use of
Key to the Pvaaler.
Foley's
and
and
move
thorough- Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
pleasantly
easily
No. 7.—Jumbled Verse:
no more,
wants
and
it
all
that
to,
ly
heals and strengthens the lungs and
Hearts, like doors, open with ease
nature will see to it that its bones, mus- affords
To very, very little keys.
perfect security from an attack
and
are
exercised
functions
and
cles
these
two
of
that
And don't forget
of pneumonia.
Refuse substitutes.
mado adequate to
Are "1 thank you" and "If you please." strengthened and
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens,
each
and
well
and
master
meet
safely
No. 8.—Date Puzzle: 1903.
Oxford.
successive requirement of growth. If a
Να 9.—Anagram: Monarch, no charm, |
is not "put to sit up," but is kept
Foote Light®—"How did the banquet
baby
march on.
its muscles by stretchings scene take in Boston?" Sue Brette—"It
2. strengthening
1. Le-m-on.

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidContains notheye and bladder right.
ig injurious. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
rin Stevens, Oxford.

Agnes Girard,

Peter Maucus
John LeClalr,
Fred LeClalr
Intox liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox. I'quor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
li tox. liquor,
I ntox. liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
•John Carlan,
Intox, liquor
Intox, llq lor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Inîox liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Michael Carney,
intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Int'X. liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor
I ntox. liquor

Stiprratitiunx About llrcnd.
In Brittany when a housewife begins
to knead dough she makes a cross with
her right hand, the left being placed in
the trough. If a cat enters the room, it
is believed the bread will not rise.

FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR.
Cures coughs and colds.
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
Cures croup and whooping cough.
Cures hoarseness and bronchial troubles.
Cures pneumonia and la grippe. F. A.
Shurtleff Jfc Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

and breathe and turn until they have
strengthened their muscles into readiness to sit up of their own accord is the
beginning of wisdom in physical care.
A> AtBDilng Experiment.
Adult training does wisely nowadays in
Half fill a mug with water, place it following the same precaution. OverIn a sling, and you may whirl it round taxed muscles throw too much burden
and organs, upon nerves
you without spilling a drop, for the wa- back upon bone
inexter tends more away from the center and energy. Just this one simple,
of letting babies lie
of motion toward the bottom of the pensive precaution
hat, with free, deep breathing, and easy
mug than toward the earth by gravity.
twistings and turnings until they sit up
of themselves, is a rare boou. It is also
March Wind·.
a potent charm against indigestion, weak
Blow, Ο March, about the sky,
lungs and throat, tlabby muscles, shiverRustling all the treetops high.
ing circulation, bending bones and fretBlow, and ever blowing bring
ful nerves.
Uncomfortable babies are
Gradual sweetness of the spring.
either rebelliously cross or discouraged—Outlook.

im like old wine." Mise Caustique—
I suppose he meant to infer that you
nprove with age."

Intox, liquor,

crat.

Barber (testing razor)—"Do I hurt you,
sir?" Baird—"No; not so badly as the
last man who had me in his chair."
Barber (highly
gratified)—"Who was
that?" Baird—"The dentist."

741
<04
8 fil
Ρ
* "5
7 20
7 -0
7 20
<!<-'
5 89
9<r2
10 41
7 5»
7 SO
8 01
5 00

Intox liquor,
John Donovan,

"It was well that you felt for her,"
In
said Mrs. Grant. "But did you feel
the right place? Did you feel in your
pocket?"—New Orleans Times-Demo-

prevent pneumonta.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

t

Andrew Croix
Arthur St. Plere
Intox, liquor
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,
Intox, liquor,

vs.

"Alas! I—I"— The young physician
broke down utterly, but soon assumed
a
a forced composure. "I cannot raise
beard, and a young physician without
• beard is—ie"—
Again the young physician broke
down, and his friend knew that he
was as one who could not be comfort-

Krank—"I admit I was beside myself
nearest
this morning. My
neighbor
simply disgusts me." Sharpe—"Ah! I
baby carriage on a popular thoroughfare. don't
of
You
blame you.
course,
refer,
A baby gets more good of outdoors
to your newest neighbor when you were
through open doors and windows, where beside
yourself.''
it may lie and stretch and kick and
breathe fully and freely on its mattress,
COUGn SETTLED ON HER LUNGS.
unburdened with superfluous wrappings
"My daughter had a terrible cough
and pillows. These joy-giving mattresses can be used on a piazza or on the which settled on her lungs," says N.
of Danville, 111. "We tried a
Jackson
grass, and serve baby (however much
mother or nurse may miss) vastly better great many remedies without relief, until
No. 82.—Charade.
than any carriage for many months of we gave her Foley's Honey and Tar
My first la my last, and my firbt le my its early life. Beside the dangers from Wliich cured her." Refuse substitutes.
WHOLE ;
overbundling a baby in a carriage, where F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens,
My wholz Is my last and my first;
its enforced inactivity prevents its keep- Oxford.
to
I
Is
a
ball
roll,
attempted
My whole
ing itself warm, there is danger of sitBut I think ot all balls 'twas the worst.
"Name the world's greatestcomposer,"
ting a baby up with pillows long before said the musical instructor.
"Chlorosafeor
to
sit
is
it
comfortably
up
ready
Mo. 23.—Ueosraphlcal Pmaale.
form," promptly replied the young man
to
hold
are
not
muscles
the
If
ready
ly.
who had studied medicine.
[Vowels omitted.]
a baby in sitting posture easily and firm1. F, L. Κ, N, C.—A beautiful city in I
the poor little body slumps down
ly,
Italy, containing the works of many of I until there is no chance for adequate
Important to Mothers.
the greatest painters.
breathing or digestion or circulation. Sneloa carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
and
do
muscles'
2. 8. T. P. T. U. S, B. R. G.-The cap- Pillows never
work,
• Mfe and ear* remedy for infants and children.
ital of a large country In Europe, they often hinder muscles from doing
work.
own
their
named after a great emperor by whom
1. A flower. 2. A bird. 3. A poem by
Whittler. 4. To be affected with a certain destitution of powers of discernment. 5. A kind of shoe. 6. An Instrument for clearing roads, railways,
etc.
7. An article of food. 8. A shrub
bearing white, fleshy fruit, 9. A plant
with beautiful white flowers which often appear while the snow Is on the
ground. 10. An Image.

KL'MFOHU FALLS.

State

assertion?"

Co.

j

'ianos and Organs, and have
ome nice trades in second
and instruments^

Chas. F. Ridlon,

a

SEVERE

:

BEFOKK KUMFOHD FALLS MUNICIPAL COI'KT,
O. WILLARD JOHNSON, JIIDOK,

you
noble art of healing?"
"I feel that I may truthfully say so."
"Then why do you make such a rash

DANGERS OF PNEUMONIA.
A cold at this time if neglected is
liable to cause pneumonia which is so
often fatal, and even when the patient
lias recovered the lungs are weakened,
making them peculiarly susceptible to
the development of consumption. Foley's Honey and Tar will stop the
cough, heal and strengthen the lungs and
F. A. Shurtleff &

j

patterns and clean

up stock.

of

Statutes of the State of Maine

MONTHS.
The following letter from A.J. Nusbaum, of Batesville, Ind., tells its own
story. "I suffered for three months
with a severe cold. A druggist prepared ed—New York Times.
me some medicine, and a physician prescribed for me, yet I did not improve. I
Mr·. Grant'· Bright SnylnKw.
then tried Foley's Honey and Tar, and One of
When Mrs. Julia Dent Grant was livsubstiRefuse
me."
cured
doses
eight
Orin ing in Philadelphia in the house at
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
tutes.
Stevens, Oxford.
2009 Chestnut street that her husband
surrendered to his creditors at tbe time
Stubb—"This
What we may expect.
of the Grant & Ward failure, it is rein
be
is
to
coal famine
exaggerated
apt
of her that she was visited one
corded
see
I
can
after years."
Penn—"Yes,
u rich but parsimonious
some hoary great grandfather getting Up afternoon by
Λ0 years from now and relating how ho old woman.
had to burn his wooden leg to keep the
The old woman narrated to Mrs.
family from freezing."
Grant the misfortunes that had lately
attended a ward of hers, a young
Little E'mer was saying his prayers
who had married a drunkard
before retiring, and having got as far as woman
deserted, though
"if I should die bofore I wake" he hesi- and who had just been
two little
tated. "Well, what's next?" asked his she was penniless and hud
mamma.
"Why," replied Elmer, "I children.
"I couldn't help but feel for her this
suppose a funeral would be the next
when she told me about her
thing."

j

if you DO any of the
above DONT'S

been

name

COUNTT ΤΚΕΧΛΙ) KEB'S OFFICE.

5*

A

J

Atwood's
Bitters

would have spent
cheap dodjjers and

"saved" tne rest.

α

DOIT hurry your meals.
DON'T oïerwofk.
OCVT borro# time that belongs to sleep.
OW'T ne led symploms of s ckness.

convictions with their last penny
and their last ounce of energy.

have

Eyes

The number who

is enormous.

$1.50 for

of Glasses

acke no apparatus, no matter how costly, and
he glasses are furnished at a very low price—
liiality considered.

The number of men who fail
ou accouut of lack of courage

ο

ο

It was founded.
3. Ρ, K, T.—A city In Portugal, famous for its wines.

ELIXIR
made. It luu

fitting

·

No. 21.—A

Mechanic Falls, Me.

and the

ο

No. ΧΟ.—Εalgma.
My first Is in hover,
My n*xt Is In cover;
My third's in a name.
My next's In the same;
My fifth Is In reek.
And my whole you may ee«k
In the

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

SALESMEN WANTED

ο

ο

Centrals: What many young people
receive on a certain day In February.

about 16 years of age

strong and who wish

ο

0

Crosswords: 1. Missiles used by Cupid (six letters). 2. That which causes
grief. 3. Absentmlndedness. 4. Mude
β. A
5. Quickened,
stable or iirm.
7. A
sweetheart's missive Feb. 14.
performer on the flute. 8. One eminent
for piety. 9. À kind of antelope found
in South Africa. 10. A letter.

ana

Several

9

ο

•

IN SHOE FACTORY.

S Co.3e,e™*a— New York
SflUNM
Braucn uttice. 625 Κ St» Washington. D. C.

ο

ο

ο

PERRY DAVIS*

Boys Wanted

A handuornelr Htnatrntml wwklr. T.arvMt «p.
culatlon »>f a;·? arientUlc tournai. Terni». $.'i a
je*r: f ur m. nthi. IL SolJlijrall Tiewsilualer*.

I

Nul I did not ask for a bottle any
cheaper, or twice aa large, I did ask lor

ο

Oxford.

not

Aunt Hannah—"Carrie is not like
most young women who marry, in the
fact that she keeps right on with her
piano practice the same as she used to
when she was single."
Uncle Henry—"And yet Henry seems
to think the world of her.

but every child does need to breathe
freely and breathe plentifully of clean,
fresh air, and to stretch and stretch
easily and thoroughly, and to stretch
more and more strongly, its hungry,
eager little muscles.
A baby left to lie Hat on a cool, firm
mattress, where it can kick and croon,
wriggle and twist, stretch and turn, to
its heart's content, without the stilling
enervating hindrance of fluffy pillows
and innumerable gift-blankets, does not
need much binding with hands to keep it
in shape, nor swaddling in long petticoats to keep it warm, nor jostling about
to keep it dietracted in lieu of its being
comfortable and happy.
A warm enough shirt, long warm
stockings fastened to the diaper (if legs
need protection), and a clean, light, short
little cotton slip, with one flannel one
underneath when needed, is clothing
enough. Thus the small busybody can
kick clear of skirt with encouragement,
to move so vigorously and busily as to
stimulate its breathing and circulation
and keep it warm from its own exertion,
rather than from enervating dependence
for warmth upon stuffy, discouraging
clothing, that weakens the skin, circulation and general vigor.
A good rule is to put nothing on a
baby that you can possibly leave off.
The baby will thank you for the favor
with all its little might of good temper
and fine growth. Cold-water shock is a
fine tonic for wee ones. They squeal a
bit over it at first, but they thrive amazingly on its stimulation of tjieir deep,
strong breathing and brisk circulation,
and-its refreshing and strengthening of
the body's surface. Cold-douche babies
Of course, cold
are never croupy ones.
shock must be variously and individually
adapted. Vigorous exercise is its best
preparation and conclusion. Hot water
or hot blankets before and after cold
shock are useful helps to good reaction.
The value of bathing with soap and
warm water seems hardly to need emphasis here; the need of the body to be
refreshed and stimulated by cleansing
its pores, not necessarily of dirt from
outside contact—of which the baby gets
secretions
the
very littleP-but from
thrown out into the pores by the body's
and
of
change.
growth
daily processes
Outdoors is good for babies, but not if
with
much distoo
to
it
have
get
they
comfort. Its value lies not in what baby
sees outdoors, butin the amount of clean,
vigorous, outdoor air that baby can
breathe and assimilate and utilize. Outdoors is of little good to the overbundled,
be-pillowed little lump, bolstered up
with fashionable folderols in a teetering

of

South Paris, Maine, Feb. 30,1W3
The fol lowing list containing the aggregate
amount of costs allowed In each criminal cane a*
audited and allowed at the Decumber term
1002, of the Court of County Comml«elonem
for said County of Oxford and ejieclfylng the
court or magistrate that allowed the same and before whom tho case originated Is published lu accordance with the provisions of Sec. 19 of Chap.
116 and of Sec. 12 of Chap. 136 of the Revised

nave you
Old Dr. Grimshaw (to medical student)
—"And now, remember that to a physi- studied ioug and faithfullv to acquire
cian humanily is divided into two class- It?"
es." Student—"And what are they,
"I have.
doctor?" Old Dr. Grimshaw—"The poor
"And you have your diploma?"
he
whom
whom he cures and the rich
"I have."
doctors."
are well grounded in the
"And

The first exercises the new-born candidate for worldly success requires are
breathing and stretching and feeding.
Although food is most importantly related to growth and to exercise as a help
to growth, lack of space prevents its
being specially considered inthie article;

I

MATE OF HAÏ HIS.
CotmTT

afflicted with catarrh; could
neither taate nor smell and could hear
but little. Ely's Cream Ralm cured it.
him.
—Marcus G. Shautz, Rahway, N. J.
"Why do you weep?" the friend inCream Balm reached me safely and the
effect is surprising.
My son says the quired.
"Alas!"
first application gave decided relief.
"I thought so. What is the name of
Respectfully, Mrs. Franklin Freeman,
Dover, Ν. H.
the lass?"
The Balm does not irritate or cause
"You misunderstand me," responded
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 60 cts. or the young physician, with dignity. "1
mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St.,
am weeping because I must abandon
New York.
my profession."
"You cannot mean It!

help

bring

A postal or telephone to ue will
you a supply promptly.

Expands.

lr^Ulutratd Rckuc*.

No.

Annual sale over 6,000,000 boxes.
V VWVVVVV*1

h.
*

?Oung

light 7. A letter.

!>;50kDERED LIVER and
l ΰΛΪ ALE AILMENTS.

KinJreJ ■{

Home Health Exercises for the Baby.
The prevalence of tiny, crooked backs,
crooked legs, of contracted little chests
and pallid child-frailty, with the inevitable accompaniments of sharp, shrill
voices and weary, anxious, joyess little faces, is appalling. It keeps
us studying what sucn sadness means,
and how we can most quickly and eurely
it—or, best of all, how prevent it.

16.—Diamoad.
1. A letter. 2. To cat off chipe and
pieces of. 3. Esteem paid to worth. 4.
Commander of an army. 5. To harass
with importunity, β. ▲ line or beam of
1»·.

Rape.
The young physician sat in his lonely
office anil wept bitterly, and while ho
was weeping a friend came to comfort
A Doctor Without

I was

ladl
Oorreapondenoe on topic· of interest to the
la doflclteU. AildreM : Editor HokmcakW
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Oxford
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FOR ALL

SICK

WHILE THERE IS LIFE THERE IS
HOPE.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

anH Wa'ter A. Wood

Harvesting,

Machinery.

have Second Hand |
Rakes, etc., at good
A good line of repairs

We also

Machines,

bargains.
Iways on

hand.

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings s,JL.

G*adc Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

AXES,

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.
Axe Handles, 10 to
30 cents.

Hobbs'Variety Store,
NORWAY,

ME.

